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1999 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Strafford County had another banner year financially in 1999.
For the second year in a row, revenues at the Registry of Deeds
and Riverside Rest Home exceeded expectations. County
expenditures continue to be within budget limits. This piece of

financial information, coupled with past years of similar financial
reports bodes well fer a continued period of tax stabilization for
Strafford County.
1999 was the first full year of feeling the effects of Senate Bill
409. As promised by this legislation, Strafford County Human
Service's costs are capped at specified levels with yearly
increases at less than five percent (5%). We are pleased to report
that 1999 costs were less than the budgeted caps.
We are still concerned, as we were in 1998 that Riverside Rest

Home Medicaid revenues will continue to decline. These declining
revenues come at a time when Riverside Rest Home requires no

tax subsidy to offset its operation. We will continue to work with
Riverside staff to ensure the financial viability of the facility,
while maintaining its primary mission to take the highest-acuity
Medicaid resident. If no rate stabilization is forthcoming, we will
seek legislative support for rate adjustments.
There

continues

to be two

(2) unresolved

financial

issues

involving our relationship with the State of New Hampshire. Based
on a 1999 consent decree between the State of New Hampshire
and suing parties, the State has obligated itself and the ten (10)

New Hampshire Counties to repay certain funds collected from
surviving spouses of nursing home residents. Strafford County's
share of this refund has yet to be determined and, therefore, it

was not included in the Commissioners’ Year 2000 Budget. The
second issue is a recently filed lawsuit between the New
Hampshire Health Care Association and the New Hampshire
a.
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counties and the State of New Hampshire. This lawsuit is the
latest in the on-going battle over the changes in the
reimbursement system for Medicaid nursing facility residents. We
expect this lawsuit to go to trial some time in the year 2000. We
were greatly disappointed that Strafford County failed to receive
legislative support in the New Hampshire Senate for a bill that
would have resolved the suit.
We

continue

to

be

very

concerned

about

the

on-going

overcrowded conditions at the Strafford County House of
Corrections. We have proposed the most cost-effective long-term
solution to the House of Corrections overcrowding problem. We
have also proposed a temporary housing plan made necessary by
the length of time it will take to implement the design and
construction for the proposed facility. We are anxious to resume
working with the Strafford County Delegation to find a long-term
solution to this problem. While the Delegation continues to study
the overcrowding, we continue to work with the Court(s) and other

criminal justice agencies to limit our inmate population. County
representatives will be attending advanced jail overcrowding
education as invited guests of the National Institute of
Corrections in Boulder Colorado in early 2000. We hope with the
information we learned from this enhanced training, coupled with
the Delegation's Jail Committee's study, we will be able to move
forward on this project.

In the fall of 1999, the Strafford County Delegation Executive
Committee approved our request for an expansion of the Unit V
solarium,

based

on the recommendation

of the Riverside

Rest

Home Subcommittee. Riverside Rest Home has had an increased
demand for space for residents suffering from dementia, either
as a result of Alzheimer's Disease, some other form of dementia-

producing illness, or as a by-product of another medical problem.
As aresult of this demand, we authorized the securing of Unit V

at Riverside to help contain this population. However, we found
ourselves severely short of dining space and space for these
“4°
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residents to participate in activities, therefore, we recommended
a $230,000 addition to Riverside to expand the Unit V solarium

and the laundry area on the floor below.
In 1999, as in the past, we worked hard to limit our expenses

while

maximizing

our

potential

revenues

and

we

feel

we

accomplished this goal. As always, the County Commissioners wish
to continue to provide excellent services to Strafford County
residents, with the least possible impact on the Strafford County
taxpayer.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our County
employees, who continue to perform their duties in an exemplary
manner. A special thanks to all Department Heads, Elected and
Appointed Officials, and the dedicated volunteers at the Jail, the
Rest Home, and the Human Services Department for their
continued service to the residents of Strafford County. Their
loyalty and dedication help keep costs down and the level of
service high.
Respectfully submitted,
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

George Maglaras, Chairman

Paul J. Dumont, Vice Chairman

Ronald R. Chagnon, Clerk
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1999 TREASURER'S REPORT
With the entrance into the new millennium we take stock of

our prior year accomplishments and prepare for the myriad of
changes that will face the County during Year 2000.
First of all I would like to thank the voters of Strafford
County for my election as County Treasurer. I thank the
Departments for their courtesy and cooperation and look
forward to their continued support. Their dedication to the
citizens of Strafford County is unsurpassed. I further wish to
thank the Commissioners for the patience and understanding
throughout my first year. Their direction and insight has been
invaluable.
There

have

been

a number

of significant

changes

and

improvements during my brief tenure as Treasurer. In the past
the County had hired outside consultants to sell our notes at
public sale. This year I provided this service in house and was
able to save the County a considerable sum of money. We had
three note sales - two Tax Anticipation Notes and one Bond
Anticipation Note sale. Our notes continue to bring a strong

interest from the investment community.
On a continuing basis, the County's funds in all accounts are
fully protected by collateralized with securities held at the

Federal

Reserve

Bank

in Boston

and

by Federal

Deposit

Insurance Corporation.
During the last year, I visited with most of the communities in

our County and spent time with various officials. Their points of
view and comments are always invaluable to us at the County. I
was appointed to the New Hampshire Association of Counties
Executive Committee that meets every month. I have found
these meetings to be a good sounding board for issues all over
our state. I also attended many conferences and seminars with
“6:
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the New Hampshire Government Finance Officers, Department
of Revenue Administration, Annual Conference of Tax Collectors,

monthly meetings with the New Hampshire Association of School
Business Administrators, and the Association of Counties annual

conference. I have also been honored to be a speaker at these
various functions.

In closing, I wish to express my appreciation to the County
Delegation for their support.
This cooperative atmosphere
allows the best possible service to the taxpayers of Strafford
County.

Respectfully submitted,

Pamela J. Arnold
Strafford County Treasurer

te
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1999 APPROPRIATIONS

JUSTICE & ADMINISTRATION
Administration
County Attorney
Drug Prosecutor Grant
District Court Program

1999
APPROPRIATION
235,673.00
605,416.00
51,647.00
71,853.00

Register of Deeds

321,281.00

Sheriff
Dispatch

601,079.0C
206,711.00

Medical Examiner
J&A Maintenance
Human Services

32,000.00
290,378.00
6,101,898.00

Depart. of Corrections

2,910,131.00

Jail Industries Program Contracts
Jail Industries Program
Cooperative Extension

6.00
120,506.00
152,393.00

Soil Conservation Dist.
Debt Accounts
Insurances-J&A
Community Action, Inc.

43,500.00
513,728.00
583,898.00
54,000.00

PreNatal/Family Planning
Southeastern N.H. Service Corp.
Meals on Wheels
Great Bay Training
Child Care Association
Seacoast Task Force (A Safe Place)
Strafford Hospice
Strafford Guidance Center
Victims, Inc.

39,030.00
16,000.00
1.00
5,620.00
32,000.00
24 500.00
15,000.00
11,000.00
1.00

Coalition of Strafford County

126,000.00

Dover Adult Learning Center
County Convention
Contingency

30,750.00
6,500.00
13,047.00
315,250.00

Capital Expense-J&A & Deeds
TOTALS - J&A:

13,530,797.00
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1999 APPROPRIATIONS
CONTINUED

RIVERSIDE REST HOME
Administration

Purchasing

1999
APPROPRIATION
706,159.00

78,604.00

Dietary

1,543 ,535.00

Nursing
Socio-Behavioral Unit
Resident Services
Maintenance

4,399, 993.00
888,217.00
59 253.00
690,148.00

Laundry & Sewing
Housekeeping
Physician & Pharmacy
Staff Development

338,334.00
529,197.00
124,012.00
94,884.00

Physical Therapy

238,893.00

Activities

264,848.00

Occupational Therapy
Social Services
Insurances-RRH

Capital Expenses-RRH

16,545.00
222,435.00
1,212,279.00

345,006.00

TOTALS - RRH:

11,752,342.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURES:

25,283 ,139.00

REVENUES:

14,706,577.00

PRIOR YEAR SURPLUS:
AMOUNT RAISED
BY TAXATION:

350,00.00

10,226,562.00
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1999 ESTIMATED REVENUES

1999 ESTIMATE

REVENUES
RRH

Registry of Deeds
Sherif f-Deputy Fees
Leased Office Space
Leased Land
Accourting Service
Bailiff Reimbursement

Registry of Deeds Equipment Account
Prosecution Contract

Human Service 5% Grant

Jail Laundry Contract
Jail Income
Room & Board-Jail Indus.

Jail Industries Commissary
Interest Earned
Sewer Grant
Drug Prosecutor Grant
Victim's Assistance Grant
Victim's Assistance Work Release
Correctional Industries

Employee Cont.-Health
Insurance Refunds
Miscellaneous Income
GAL Income-Human Services

Dispatch Alarm System

11,826,622.00
585,000.00
131,500.00
425,000.00
2 440.00
79,680.00
94,219.00
46,800.00
33,500.00
236,700.00
12,500.00
586,100.00
12,500.00
18,500.00
140,000.00
3,843.00
12,144.00
33,000.00
4,500.00
38,000.00
53,040.00
40,000.00
50,989.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

nl

14,706,577.00

TOTALS:
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1999 FINANCIAL REPORT OF STRAFFORD COUNTY
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS

Cash and Temporary Investments
Accounts Receivable/Accrued Revenues
Due From Other Governments

4,505,657.00
571,435.00
1,460,178.00

Due From Other Funds

0.00

Inventories

58,529.00

Prepaid Expenses

20,745.00

Property, Plant, Equipment (net)

13,259 432.00

Construction in Progress

401,250.00

State Sewer Bond Aid Grant Receivable

106,566.00

Amount for Retirement of General Long-Term Debt
and Compensated Absences
TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS

689,677.00
21,073,479.00

LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses

Accrual for Compensated Absences

3,007,063.00

446 715.00

Deferred Revenue

90,013.00

Unexpended Balance 5% Grant & Deeds Equip.
Unexpended Balance of Special Appropriations
Due to Other Funds

536,722.00
422,385.00
0.00

Due to Other Governments
Due to Specific Individuals

381,818.00
135,502.00

General Obligation Bond Anticipation Note
General Obligation Bonds Payable
TOTAL LIABILITIES:

1,148,177.00
815,000.00
6,983 ,395.00

FUND EQUITY AND OTHER CREDITS
Investment in General Fixed Assets

9 835,600.00

Nursing Home Contributed Capital
Retained Earnings
Fund Balances:
Reserve for Prepaid Expenditures
Designated for Jail Canteen
Designated for Capital Projects
Designated for Special Revenue
Undesignated Fund Balance
TOTAL FUND EQUITY & OTHER CREDITS:

2,325,103.00
527,800.00
20,745.00
14,946.00
18,900.00
3,473.00
1,343,517.00
14,090,084.00

TOTAL LIABILITIES/FUND EQUITY:

21,073,489.00

eS
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1999 COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
Fund Balance, 01/01/99
Receipts through 12/31/99
Expenses Year Ending 12/31/99
Operating Transfers Out

442,076.00
14,647,514.00

(13,888,463.00)
200.454.00

Fund Balance, 12/31/99

1,401,581.00

STATEMENT OF OUTSTANDING DEBT
Year Ending December 31, 1999
Date of Issue _& Maturity

Balance
12/31/99

1999 Principal Payment

1989-2000 Alms House Renovations
1992-2012 Sewer Project

Total Outstanding Debt:

85,000.00
60,000.00

85,000.00
730,000.00

145 000.00

815,00.00

1999 COUNTY TAX APPORTIONMENT
City/Town
Barrington
Dover
Durham
Farmington
Lee
Madbury
Middleton
Milton
New Durham
Rochester
Rollinsford
Somersworth
Strafford
Totals:

Proportion of Tax

Amount of Tax

7.4098021%
27.6148748%
9.1167894%
4.2585898%
4.3018522%
1.6577692%
1.2619519%
3.2208227%
3.4374010%
22.0014856%
2.7518686%
8.8831295%
4.0836634%

757,768.00
2,824,052.00
932,334.00
435,507.00
439,932.00
169,533.00
129,054.00
329,379.00
351,528.00
2,249,996.00
281,422.00
908 439.00
417,618.00

100.00000%

10,226,562.00

i
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AUDITORS RECOMMENDATIONS AND FINDINGS
Year Ended December 31, 1999

Status of Prior Year's Findings (1998): There were no findings in
the year 1998. Current Year's Findings: There are no current year

findings.
David L. Connors & Co., P.C., Certified Public Accountants

1999 Strafford County General Purpose Financial Statements as
of December 31, 1999, Together with Auditor's Report
Including Single Audit Act
1999 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
RIVERSIDE REST HOME ADMINISTRATOR

Riverside Rest Home is a 215-bed nursing facility established to
care for the medically frail and elderly of Strafford County.
Almost all of our residents are financially destitute due to the
costs of medical care associated with their illness(es). As part of
its operations, Riverside Rest Home manages a 20 bed unit
dedicated to caring for people with Alzheimer's disease and
related disorders and a twenty-two (22) bed unit for residents
who are challenged by behavior problems. Our facility has an
excellent reputation for the care given by our caring, professional
staff.
Consistent with Riverside Rest Home's mission, we responded to
many community emergencies in 1999. Riverside staff skillfully
assisted with these emergencies by helping with placements with
community-based services or in Riverside if necessary. This policy,

as authored by the Strafford County Commissioners offers
Riverside Rest Home staff the flexibility to handle a wide range
of clients with admission criteria based on “how safe" a citizen is
in their current living situation.
|

stig yr
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I am pleased to report that in 1999 revenue for Riverside Rest
Home exceeded expenses for the fifth year in a row. Despite
uncertainty in future funding, RRH staff will work hard to see

that this trend continues.
Activities held throughout the year included:
eHoliday Celebrations with Party
eNew Year's Party
eSuper Bowl Party
eValentine's Day Parade
eWinter Blahs Party
eSt. Patricks Day Party
eEaster Egg Hunt and Children's
Motion Day Care
eParticipation in Memorial Day
Rochester
eNational Nursing Home Week in

and Decorations on each Unit

Fashion Show with Children in
and Veterans

Day Parades in

May

ePancake breakfast for staff, residents, and families

eNew England Telephone Pioneer Party
eFamily Resident Cocktail Party
eA week's stay at Weir's Beach in Laconia that included boat

rides each day and two overnights
eCarnival Day of fun activities
eIce Cream Smorgasbord
eDuck Tours in Boston
eIndian Head Resort (2 times annually)
e Trip to Foxwood Casino
eGondola Rides up Cannon and Loon Mountains
eRockingham Park Horse Races and Seabrook Dog Races
eVisited Several State Parks and Beaches

eStrawberry Festival in South Berwick
eConcerts

on

the Commons

in Rochester,

Prescott

Park

in

Portsmouth, Cocheco Park in Dover and the Casino in Hampton
Concerts
-14.
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eApple Harvest Day in Dover

eRochester Fair trips with 175 residents participating. Residents
won over 200 ribbons for various contest entries
eOctober Fest
eHalloween Party
eTrick or Treat with Children in Motion Day Care
eChristmas Fair & Bake Sale

eResident Float in Christmas Parade in Rochester
eLine Dancing at Rockingham Ballroom
«Sood Old Sports once a month
eBingo trips once a month
eChurch services twice a week; Bible study once a week
eMakeover morning once a month
ePlant vegetable and flower gardens
eFishing trips
e Theater trips
eBoat Trips
eIce Cream Trip
eBaseball games
eResident Council and Dietary subcommittee meetings

eSewing and art group, small group activities
eExercise groups
eNewspaper group
eClothing show
ePrograms at local schools
eWeekly Programs with Children in Motion
Residents and children
eMen's & Ladies Groups

Day Care

for

eSummer Program with Happy Helpers Day Care

eMorning Coffees and Afternoon Teas
eKaroake, live Entertainment, shopping trips, dinners out to
restaurants, movies, matinees, voting, and many, many other

activities on a daily and evening basis, seven daysa week

-15-
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In closing, I would like to recognize the excellent senior staff of
Riverside Rest Home, particularly Melody Jones, Director of
Administrative

Services,

Daralyn

Stewart,

RN,

Director

of

Nursing and Related Services, and Tracy Slate, Assistant Director
of Nursing, who have been very supportive during my tenure at

Riverside. Further, I would like to thank the Strafford County
Commissioners for providing guidance and support. With
everyone's continued efforts, coupled with the support of the
Strafford County Delegation, Riverside will continue to provide

exrellent care to the elderly of Strafford County.
Respectfully submitted,

Raymond F. Bower, Administrator
Riverside Rest Home
1999 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

In the year 1999, the Strafford County Department of
Corrections continued to experience overcrowding in the facility.
Under the direction of a new Superintendent, several changes
were made to address this issue: placing inmates in the multipurpose area, and re-classifying living areas in the facility to
accomplish our mission.
All Correctional and Management Staff completed their thirtyfive (35) hours of required in-service training and have been recertified by the Certification Board of the New Hampshire
Association of Counties. Seven (7) Officers graduated from the
Corrections Academy.
We continue our agreements with the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
and the U.S. Marshals Service. We also renewed our contract with

-16-
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the Volunteers of America to manage low risk pre-trial offenders,
who normally would be housed as inmates awaiting trial.
Officer, Staff and Volunteer Training

The position of Training Lieutenant was reinstituted this year.

The Lieutenant has six (6) Field Training Officers in place on the
three-(3)

shifts

and

they are

responsible

for

training

new

personnel. We have further established yea" round training to
accommodate our required thirty-five (35) hours of training,
which consisted of the following classes:
Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Recertification
Courtroom Procedures
Industries Program
Cell Searches
Inmate Programs

Cap Stun Certification
Bail Procedures
Fire Evacuations
Handcuffing & Restraints
Pro-restraint Chair
Defensive Tactics

Live Scan (electronic fingerprint)
Volunteers of America
Sexual Harassment
Spanish in Corrections
Inmate's Handbook
Drug Testing
Policies & Procedures
ey
ee
gee
Oe
Oo
Comoe,
OBO.
OP
Programs Report

Strafford County had ninety-two (92) work release participants,
seven
(7) revocations.
Work
Release
Revenue
was

with

ve
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$85, 437.78, with five percent going to Victims Assistance, which
totaled $4,271.67.

Pre-employment Planning (PEPP) had one hundred-forty (140)
participants, with fifty-two (52) receiving completion certificates.
Fifty-one (51) inmates participated in the GED program, with
fourteen (14) inmates tested, and twelve (12) inmates receiving
their GED diploma. One (1) inmate was on education release and
completed the eleventh grade, while one (1) inmate completed all

requirements for a high school diploma through the Tutoring
program.

We had two hundred and fifty-six (256) inmates participate in
the computer class, and ninety-eight (98) inmates in the anger
management class.

Drug and alcohol counseling groups had thirty-three (33)
participants per week, with sixty-five (65) participants awarded
with Certificates of Completion.
Forty-five

(45)

inmates

were

special

education/coded

and

received the necessary services.
During

1999, our

Volunteers’

Program

consisted

of five (5)

University of New Hampshire Externs (undergraduate students),
six (6) UNH

Interns

(undergraduate

students), two

(2) UNH

Interns (graduate students) day tutors, two (2) day tutors, two
(2) night tutors, nine (9) religious counselors, and two (2) two-year
community college externs.

Additionally, the weekly voluntary programs consisted of eight
(8) Bible study sessions, three (3) Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
sessions, one (1) church service, and six (6) individual spiritual
counseling sessions.

-18-
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During 1999, a vocational training course in computers was
instituted and resulted in five (5) sessions in Microsoft Word, two

(2) sessions

in Microsoft

Excel,

and

three

(3) sessions

in

Microsoft Access being taught.
Each session consisted of
upwards of five (5) students. The vocational training course is
being continued into 2000.
One

(1) Cognitive

Skills

Program

(decisions

course)

was

conducted to help inmates change their reactions in conflict
situations and to think about the choices that they make.
Jail Industry Program

The year 1999 marked the Jail Industry's fourteenth (14) year
in business. The program began in 1986 with a National Institute

of Corrections five (5) month grant. The program is federally
certified through the Bureau of Justice Assistance, which allows
it to contract with the private sector for work. The program has
had work with several

companies

over

the years, however,

DT

Magnetics of Dover, New Hampshire continues to be the primary

source of income. We continue to work with Precision Assembly of
Atkinson, New Hampshire and Ottomans

Jewelry of Newmarket,

New Hampshire. The Bureau of Justice has certified another
company; however, due to our limited space, we will not be able to

service their needs in the near future.
In 1999, the Jail Industry program employed ninety-nine (99)
different inmates. The pre-established goals set for the program
were:
1.
2.
3.

To reduce idleness;
Offset cost of incarceration;
Produce and deliver services and product needed in the

4.
5.

public or private sector;
Provide inmate compensation; and
Provide meaningful work skills to inmates.

a
nk Sh

.
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We have met all of these goals and continue to assist inmates
with job placement, Department of Motor Vehicles and Social
Security card issues, if needed, upon release.

The Family Weekend Program was not offered again in 1999.
This program was designed to bring families together to help with
the drug and alcohol problems inmates and their families face. The
program is currently submitted to grantees and we have hope that
the necessary funds will be forthcoming in 2000.

The Commissary project continues to be a success. Total funds
returned to Strafford County in 1999 for Commissary were
$16,134.64. In addition, Strafford County Department of
Corrections purchased several items for the benefit of the
inmates, such as: televisions, a freezer, laundry bags, laundry bags,
and a camcorder. Jail Industry also continues to do the laundry
for the Department of Corrections.
Gross Income for 1999:

DT Magnetics

$134,106.99

Ottomans

33952382

Precision Assembly
Laundry

5,549.60
9,667.75

The New Hampshire Victim Assistance Program received several
thousand dollars from inmate earnings in 1999. The Courts and
Probation Department received payments for fines and restitution
through voluntary payment out of inmates’ wages, therefore
reducing possible re-arrest.

Total monies earned from private sector companies since our
Federal certification in 1986 have totaled:
Victims’ Assistance (accrued)
Room & Board (accrued)
Inmate Wages (accrued)

$49 391.09
$560,131.87
$988 122.59
290-
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We will continue to explore new sources of income for our
program in the coming year, while actively seeking partnerships
with other agencies whose goals are the same and to reduce

recidivism within our population by providing tools and skills that
will enable them to become productive citizens.
Custody Report

Monthly Daily Average Population for

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

|

1999

|ake aes
yas
133.45
140.37
133.61
131.40
143.39
144.45
147.83
isto
Gyeee
133.81

The average population was 135.67 for 1999.

There were eight hundred, forty-five (845) admissions, plus
eight hundred, eighty-six (886) inmates held in protective
custody.
There were eighty-two (82) females incarcerated in 1999; ten
(10) were Federal inmates and two (2) were from Rockingham
County.

There were one hundred, twenty-nine (129) males housed in this

facility from other facilities, as follows:

“hae
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Federal Bureau of Prisons
New Hampshire State Prison
Rockingham County
Merrimack County
Carroll County
Coos County
Grafton County
1999 Offenses

103
17
3

Non-support

34

Violation of Probation
Habitual Offender
Habitual Offender IT
Simple Assault
Attempt Simple Assault

3
1
1

1

154
sf:
2
VE
2

Resist Arrest

30

Driving While Intoxicated

4.

Driving While Intoxicated, 2" Offense

59

Failure to Appear
Forgery
Bench Warrant

40
7
“Se
23
8
8
10
9
3

Fugitive from Justice
2™4 Degree Assault
Domestic Simple Assault
Violation of Protective Order
Violation of Bail Condition
Contempt of Court
Domestic Criminal Threatening
Criminal Threatening

31

Attempt 2" Degree Assault

1

Reckless Conduct
13
Burglary
11
Attempt Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assault
1
Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assault
is)
Capias
6
Disorderly Conduct
5
“29s
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1999 Offenses
Theft by Unauthorized Taking
Operate without a License
Possession of a Controlled Drug
False Report
Bail Jumping
Criminal Trespass
Aggravated Driving While Intoxicated
Endanger Welfare of a Child
Sale of Marijuana
Felonious Sexual Assault
Failure to pay Fine

14
1
10
3
8
8
J
4
5
12
2

Bail Revocation

13

Violation of Court Order
Operate after Suspension
Armed Robbery

9
22
1

Robbery
Stalking

6
14

Assault on Police Officer
Sale of Controlled Drug
Arson

Receiving Stolen Property
Misuse of Plates
Civil Arrest
Sexual Assault
Solicitation to Purchase Control Drug

Theft
Statutory Rape

Issue Bad Check
Criminal Liability of Another

1°" Degree Attempt Assault
1°" Degree Assault
Possession of Marijuana
Harassment
2° Degree Murder
A
A
A

eee
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1999 Offenses

Dispense of Controlled Drug: Marijuana
Sale of Cocaine
Possession of Property w/out Serial Numbers
Possession of Hypodermic Needle
Conspiracy to Distribute Controlled Drug
Escape
Possession of Drug
Willful Concealment
Falsifying Physical Evidence
Shoplifting
Possession Drug Paraphernalia
Insurance Fraud
Indecent Exposure
Conduct after Accident
Witness Tampering

Possession of Marijuana w/ intent to Sell
Possession of Control Drug w/ intent to Sell
Hindering Apprehension
Obstruction of Reporting a Crime
Domestic Criminal Mischief
Criminal Mischief
Interference

nN

Duty to Report
Conspiracy to Commit
Conspiracy to Possess & Distribute Cocaine

Fraudulent use of Credit Card
Riot

Felon in Possession Weapon
Disobey Police Officer
Criminal Restraint
Possession of Alcohol
Assault on Prisoner
Acts Prohibited
Conspiracy to Sell Controlled Drug: Marijuana
apYe
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Strafford County Community Corrections Program

On

December

31,

1999,

Volunteers

of

America

(V.O.A.)

Northern New England completed its second year of operation at
the Strafford County Community Corrections Program. The
program's main objective is to guide pre-trial defendant's back
into the community under the close supervision who would
otherwise be incarcerated while awaiting trial. This is
accomplished in conduction with the program's primary goals,
which are:

1. To establish an intensive, comprehensive, self-improvement
program for eligible pre-trial offenders that requires them
to take responsibility for their offense as an alternative to
incarceration.

2. To provide an intensive and comprehensive self-improvement
program for eligible defendants that protects and enhances
our local community in a cost-effective manner.

3. To ensure that the defendant appears in Court and that
he/she does not commit any criminal activity while awaiting
trial.

During its second year of operation, Volunteers of America
received many referrals for the bail supervision program from a
variety of sources that included the District and Superior courts,
the Strafford County Attorney's Office, and the Public
Defenders Program. Additionally, the Volunteer of America
screened the existing pre-trial defendants who were incarcerated
at the Strafford County House of Correction. The Strafford
County Department of Corrections provided a daily bail list to
V.O.A. to screen eligible defendants for the program.
In the program's second

year of operation,

the Strafford

County Community Correctional Program serviced forty-four (44)
a2.
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clients, with an average caseload of sixteen (16). Of those
serviced, sixty-nine percent (69%) have complied with all
conditions of their individual case plan/Court order and/or have
successfully completed the program. Thirty-one percent (31%)
violated the conditions of release and were returned to custody.
Of those violations, all but three have been due to technical

violations of the program (i.e., failed drug test, curfew violation,
non-compliance, etc.).
Volunteers of America, Strafford County Corrections Program

obtained one hundred, twenty-nine (129) urine samples in 1999.
Out of those samples, eighteen (18) or fourteen percent (14%)
proved positive for drug use. Tests that were positive proved the
following types of drugs were used: Marijuana, heroin, and cocaine.
In the past year months, Volunteers of America proved to be a
financial benefit to the people of Strafford County. V.O.A. saved
the County 4,880 bed days. Clients being housed at the Strafford
County House of Correction cost an average of $45.00 per day.
For the year 1999, the clients that the V.O.A. has served would
have cost Strafford County $219,600. The cost of Volunteers of

America's services for the last year was $61,386. The V.O.A.
saved the County $153,214 in bed days.

In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
Strafford County Commissioners, and Ray Bower, Executive
Assistant, for all their assistance and support in the year 1999. I

would also like to thank all of the staff and volunteers of the
Strafford County Department of Corrections for a job well done.
Respectfully submitted,

David E. Funk, Superintendent

Strafford County House of Corrections

-26-
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1999 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY ATTORNEY

The Office of the Strafford County Attorney performs a dual
function. First (in terms of workload), the County Attorney serves

as the Attorney General's representative in the Strafford County
Superior Court. As such, the County Attorney represents the
interests of the State of New Hampshire in all criminal cases in
the Strafford County Superior Court, with the exception of
capital murder and first and second-degree murders. This
function involves reviewing/directing criminal investigations by
local and State Police, preparing and presenting evidence for
felony indictments before the Grand Jury, reviewing misdemeanor
and violation appeals to the Superior Court, researching and
responding to motions filed with the Court, attending depositions
of witnesses, preparing witnesses for deposition and trial,
attending Court hearings: pretrial, call of the list, trial,
sentencing, sentence review, and other post conviction hearings.

The second function of the County Attorney is to serve as legal
counsel for Strafford County. A variety of duties are performed
by the County Attorney in fulfilling this function, including:
representing the County's interest in civil litigation, in which the
County or one of its agents is a party in State and Federal Courts,
advising other County officials on legal matters, acting as a legal
resource for County Delegation members, and advising them of
legal implications of proposed legislation.
Aside from these two main functions of the County Attorney,
other duties are prescribed by statute: responding to untimely,
suspicious, or unattended deaths, and ordering autopsies when
appropriate, and initiating extradition proceedings. In addition, as
a public official, the County Attorney has a duty to the people of

Strafford County and to the judicial system to promote justice
and assist in expanding public awareness and understanding of our
system of justice. The County Attorney meets this responsibility
ead
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serving as a public resource and speaking before a variety of civic
and public agencies concerned with understanding and improving

the quality of justice in Strafford County. The County Attorney is
also actively involved in promoting legislation effecting the
criminal justice system.
The County Attorney's Office also operates a Victim Assistance
Program, which through the efforts of the Victim Assistance
Director and Coordinator assists victims (especially child abuse
and sexual assault victims) in dealing with the criminal justice
system. The program is designed to reduce the trauma to victims
and assist them in every phase during a criminal prosecution.

The Strafford County Attorney's Office continued the drug
prosecution program implemented in 1990, with the assistance of a
Federal grant administered through the Attorney General's

Office. Through this program a specialized drug offense
prosecutor was hired to deal exclusively with the increasing
caseload of drug offenses. The Drug Prosecutor meets regularly
with area law enforcement officers involved in drug investigations
and is available on a twenty-four (24) hour basis for advice and
one-party intercept approvals.

The Strafford County Attorney also has a Chief Investigator on
staff, whose primary responsibility involves conducting follow-up
investigations on felony cases. In addition, the Investigator has
conducted internal investigations for the County and coordinated
training programs for all law enforcement agencies in the County.
Assisting the prosecutors in trial preparations is also a duty of
the Investigator.
The County Attorney's Office also prosecutes cases for six (6)
of the seven jurisdictions in the Rochester District Court. The
County Attorney's Office contracts directly with the Police
Department to provide prosecution services for misdemeanor and
felony cases. The Office also handles violations that are related
-28-
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to misdemeanors and felonies. Three Assistant County Attorneys

are assigned District Court cases on a monthly rotating schedule.
The program has proved to be highly successful. The following

Departments

have

contracted

with

the

Strafford

services:
Office for prosecution
Attorney's
Middleton, Milton, New Durham, and Strafford.

County

Farmington,

The County Attorney, in cooperation with the Strafford County
Department of Corrections, has received a Federal grant under
the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) for a full time Domestic
Violence Prosecutor for the District Courts. Staff was hired in

December of 1998 and the project was fully operational in 1999.
The County Attorney's Office continues to remain active in
advising local and County officials in many areas of law. The County
Attorney and Assistant County Attorneys address many
community and law enforcement groups on a variety of subjects,
including:

Child Abuse,

Sexual

Assault,

DWI,

Criminal

Justice

System, and many other topics of concern to the community.

Respectfully submitted,

Lincoln T. Soldati
Strafford County Attorney
1999 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

RSA 104:5 Duties: He by himself or his Deputies, shall serve
and execute all writs and other precepts to him directed, issuing

from lawful authority; and shall perform the duties of Crier of
the Court.

The Strafford

County

Sheriff's

Department

performs. civil

process service throughout the County, is responsible for prisoner
20.
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transports and security while in the Courtroom, and has a duty to
transport Involuntary Emergency Admission (IEA) patients to
their appropriate destination.
In addition, the Sheriff's Office provides a search and rescue
service for Strafford County with the use of the Bloodhound Unit
Division. The dedication of this Division is instrumental in finding
lost or runaway children and lost or missing elderly people.
Assisting local Law Enforcement Agencies in the criminal
apprehension of suspects is also a duty of the Bloodhound Unit.

The following is a breakdown of what the Sheriff's Office
provided in services/revenue to Strafford County in 1999:

Number of Prisoner Transports (courts/hospitals/etc): __ 2,832
Civil Process Revenue Returned to County:
Bailiff (AOC) Revenue Received from State:
Prisoner Security Revenue Received from State:
Juvenile Transport Revenue Received from State:
Outside Detail Revenue:

$ 96,274
87 849
aT fe od.
12,896
13 834

Total Return to Strafford County:
Sheriff's Office Operating Budget:

$238,478
601,079

Cost to Strafford County Taxpayers:

$362,601

The Sheriff's Office provides personnel who dispatch for
Barrington Police and Ambulance, Rollinsford Police, Milton Police,
Farmington Police, Fire, and Ambulance, New Durham Police,

Middleton Police, Fire, and Ambulance, and Strafford Police.

My goal, with the help and support of the deputies, special
deputies,

bailiffs,

court

security

personnel,

dispatchers,

and

office support staff, is to continue the tradition of providing the
residents of Strafford County with the most professional and
efficient service.
-30-
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It is my honor and pleasure to serve as your Sheriff. I look
forward to the continued opportunity to serve all the residents of
Strafford County for the remainder of this term and in future
years to come.

Respectfully submitted,

Martin R. Heon, Jr., Sheriff

1999 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS

The Registry continues to build upon the new optical document
imaging system, which is available for public use. As of January 1,
1997, the Registry stopped the creation of paper books, opting
for space and time saving computers that will provide the public
with access to thirty years of indexes and eleven years of imaged

documentation. This eleven-year period represents nearly forty
percent of all the recorded documents in the two-hundred and
twenty-seven (227) year history of the Registry.
1999 was an all-time record year for income to the County. Our
office turned over more than $772,800, which was 9.2% above

the 1998 amount, which was also a record year at 22.7% above
1997.
Foreclosures Per Quarter
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Document

Year
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998

Recording and Transactions

Documents

Year

22,968
17,495
18,798
19,129
17,827
24,589

1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999

Documents
20,819
16,403
19,139
15,912
19 066
25192

Revenues

Year

To State

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

$2,351,263
$2,007,567
$2,226,869
$1,977,391
$1,832,936
$1,674,373
$1,774,715
$1,722,451
$1,792,083
G 221
$2,623,241
$3,945 457

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

To County

Total

448,188
432,705
440,378
463,461
520,341
540,896
515,496
453,342
510,340
542,686
702,036
772,870

$2,799 451
$2,440,273
$2,667,247
$2,440,852
$2,353,277
$2,215,269
$2,290,211
$2,175,793
$2,302,423
$2,654,207
$3:325' 20m
$4,718,327

The Deeds Office continued to update and modernize its
recording systems and to fulfill the requirements of the laws that
apply to functions of recording, retrieval, and security within the
office.
Respectfully submitted,

Leo Lessard, Registrar of Deeds
sQPxu
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1999 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT

The Strafford County Human
Services Department
is
responsible for monitoring the State mandated programs billed to
the County for Old Age Assistance (OAA), Aide to Permanently
and Totally Disabled (APTD), Intermediate Nursing Care (INC),
now referred to as Elder Care, and Board and Care of Children.

The County reimburses the State of New Hampshire fifty
percent (50%) of the cost for OAA and APTD and twenty-five
percent (25%) for Court-ordered services provided to children
and their families. In regards to reimbursement for Intermediate
Nursing Care (INC)/Elder Care, with the passage of House Bill
409, effective January 1, 1999, the County share was reduced
from thirty-one percent (31%) to twenty-five percent (25%).
County liability for services was expanded to include costs for
Home and Community Based Care (HCBC) and payments to
providers for prescriptions, hospital’ and physician appointments,
as well as various other services.
The Director of Human Services is also responsible for pursuing
and determining parental reimbursement for court-ordered
services, as well as utilizing third party insurance to reduce the
costs of medical related services. All monies collected by the
County are forwarded to the State. In turn, 25% of the collected

amount is credited to the County, as well as a 15% administrative
fee for expenses associated with collections. The total amount
collected for 1999 was $80,479.00.

The County continued
received

to allocate Incentive/Diversion

Funds

from the Division of Children, Youth, and Families to

develop and enhance existing community programs with the goal of
reducing and preventing costly out-of-home placements of
children. A seven member selection committee consisting three (3)
representatives from the Division of Children, Youth, and Families,
-33-
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one (1) community representative, two (2) County Commissioners

or their designee,

and the Human

Services

Director

review

applications and submit their recommendations to the Board of
Commissioners for final approval. The following programs were
funded for 1999:
1999 INCENTIVE/DIVERSION

PROGRAMS

Strafford County Family Intervention Program
Healthy Universal Beginnings
City of Dover
Friendship Express'd
Rochester Recreation Neighborhood Coalition
Rochester Day Care Center
Rochester Parent/Child Center
Pre-Natal and Family Planning Clinic (The Clinic)

Strafford County YMCA
UNH Cooperative Extension Community Coalition
Rochester Recreation Teen Adventure Camp
Youths for Youths, Inc.

Northern Strafford County Diversion Program
Farmington Recreation Junior High Challenge
Somersworth Recreation Kids on the Move
Family Resource Center of Farmington
Dover Adult Learning Center
Information and Referral Program

Strafford County Human Services continues to provide
Information and Referral Services to individuals seeking available
resources throughout Strafford County.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board of
County Commissioners, Raymond Bower, Executive Assistant, and
the Human Services Subcommittee of the Delegation for their
continued support of my department. I want to extend my thanks
saps
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and appreciation to all of my staff. This past year was extremely
challenging with the new legislative mandates, staff vacancies and
personal tragedy. Everyone rose to the challenge and worked
together as a team to keep the office running smoothly and
efficiently.

Respectfully submitted,

Cheryl A. Moulton, Director

Strafford County Human Services
STRAFFORD COUNTY UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1999
OCTOBER 1, 1998 - SEPTEMBER 30, 1999

For over eighty (80) years, Federal, State, and County
governments
have worked
together through Cooperative
Extension to educate our residents so that they can make
informed decisions. Cooperative Extension programs teach New
Hampshire residents in practical ways and offers programs
locally in all ten counties. Research results are presented in a
usable

manner

enabling

individuals,

family

members,

business

owners and community leaders to apply this knowledge to their
daily needs. In addition, the youth of New Hampshire learn
skills and gain knowledge from Cooperative Extension programs
that help them develop into productive and responsible citizens.
By training and utilizing volunteers, the Cooperative Extension
reaches more people and reduces program delivery costs.
Programs and information provided through the Cooperative
Extension enable New Hampshire to remain economically healthy
and competitive by focusing on helping individuals, families, the
state's economy and its natural resources. These efforts result
in our state being a better place to live, work and visit.

ar
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The

following

Agriculture,

are

Family

examples

of efforts

Development,

in the areas

Forestry,

4-H

of

Youth

Development, and Nutrition.
AGRICULTURE

Besides numerous farm and home visits to advise farmers and
homeowners regarding plant and animal problems, here are some
of the programs presented and activities participated in:

e Master Gardener selection and training
e Taught over 250 individuals how to plant, prune and take care
of fruit trees and plants via Friends of Agriculture order
e Presented workshop/pruning demonstration on tree fruit to
homeowners
!
e Spoke to high school groups during County Government Week
e Presented Athletic Field Maintenance Seminar
e Presented Small Fruit Workshop and Tree Fruit Workshop

e Facilitated farmers in obtaining their pesticide applicators
permits

e Attended the Governor's
participated in workshops
EXPANDED

Conference

FOOD AND NUTRITION

on

Tourism

EDUCATION

and

PROGRAM

The Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP)
provides practical life skills education in food, nutrition, and
money management to limited-resource audiences falling with
185% of the federal poverty guidelines. Eligible participants
include those on TANF, Food Stamps, WIC Medicaid, or SST, as
well as schools with at least 40% of students on free or
reduced-fee school lunch. EFNEP works with groups and also
with

individuals

in

their

homes,

and

clients

developmentally disabled, emotionally challenged,
teens
approaching
independent-living
status,
-30-
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Start/Early Head Start mothers.
1999:

EFNEP accomplishments for

e Provided in-classroom, food/nutrition education to 120 school-

age children (pre-school through high school seniors) at
Rochester
Parent-Child
Center.
Hilltop
School
(Somersworth), the Spurwink School (Farmington), and Dover
Children's Home.
;

e A total of 22 adults completed fond/nutrition lessons in
groups or at in-home sessions, including 3 who successfully
completed the 6-lesson Smart Eating For Less food/nutrition
correspondence course.

e An additional 9 adults participated in Planning Ahead...Staying
Ahead money management workshops at the HUB Family
Support Center in Dover and Rochester Jobs Program (part
of Dover Adult Learning Center).
e Contributed 6 original articles on nutrition, health, and fitness
to Fosters Daily Democrat's “At Your Service" column, as
well as 2 additional articles for the Strafford County/UNHCE
newsletters.

e Attended the New England EFNEP Conference in Maine and an
osteoporosis conference sponsored by NH _ Celebrates
Wellness in Concord.
FOOD

SAFETY

AND

non-EFNEP

NUTRITION

(8 hours/week)

Food Safety Workshops: Strafford County's part-time Food
Safety Educator, appointed in September of 1999, presented
SAFE (Safety Awareness in the Food Environment) workshops to

4 food handlers at the Gafney Home for the Aged in Rochester,
and 55 kitchen and wait staff at Newick's Restaurant in Dover.
SAFE's goals are designed to increase awareness of food safety
“97.
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hazards, boost food service personnel's commitment to safe
food handling, and identify and control high-risk food-handling
practices involving poor personal hygiene, cross-contamination,
and time/temperature abuse. The Educator is now certified at
the instructor level to conduct the National Restaurant

Association's two-day ServSafe certification
food service managers from 2000 onwards.

workshops

for

4-H
DEVELOPMENT
& YOUTH
The Strafford County 4-H Youth Development program yearend summary report is divided into the following categories that
foster environments for positive youth.
POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT THROUGH VOLUNTEERS

Volunteer Recruitment
1.

Recruit 10 adults to be
development programming

2. Talked

with

200

adults

actively

and

involved

in

youth

about

4-H

as

4-H

3000

youth

opportunities.
Volunteer Training

1.

Recruited,

screened,

and

trained

10

adults

organizational leaders.
2. On-going leader training - 20 adults from organized clubs
were instructed in the resources available to 4-H youth and
Cloverbuds.
3. Through four 4-H newsletters and three County newsletters,
ten ‘At Your Service’ newspaper articles and many other
direct mailings of events and announcements.
She
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Volunteer Management

1.

Direct contact and calls, newsletters,
meetings and Leaders’ Association meetings

attending

club

2. Rochester
Fair - Supervised and recruited Animal
Superintendents, fund-raising, animal shows, yauges, 4-H
parents and 4-H leaders
3. Rochester Fair Coordinator - I trained and managed Janet
Conroy,

who

assisted

in the

management

of

the

Fair

activities

4. 4-H Council - bimonthly meetings. Supported scholarships
for 4-H camp, Teen Conference, Northeast Leaders Forum in
Bangor, Maine, and distributed Jane Allard Scholarship.

5. Attended 8 Club's meetings
6. Managed the Strafford County Active Teen Club whose main
focus is community service projects (donate 2 hours of yard
work for the Silent Auction at the Fair, baked cookies to

take to nursing homes when Christmas Caroling, and help
selling food at the Rochester Fair) and social events (cookouts, dances, bowling and roller skating).

POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMING - Five 4-H
Competencies
Physical and Mental Health and Health practices.

- Good health

practices and attitudes are developed.

1. County Activities Day - 40 youth and adults participated in
this activity with five youth then participating in State
Activities Day
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Fashion
Revue
11 youth
participated
Rockingham/Strafford Fashion Revue with 3

in the
able to

participate in State

State Activities Day - 3 youth gave demonstrations and 6

action exhibits, 3 photos, and 3 posters, and 3 participated
in Fashion Revue
ESE - 5 Strafford County youth went to eastern States with
their projects
Personal and Social Competence

Working with others,
problem solving.
1.

- Skills for understanding self:

communicating,

decision

making

and

SPACES Conference - This is a Rockingham County event
that Strafford participates in. About 250 youth and adults
attended
Fashion Revue - See above.

Rochester Fair - Youth developed these competencies
throughout the year and when they display their projects or
show their animals.

Clubs - Being involved in a club helps youth develop these
competencies.

Currently there are 22 4-H Community and

Family Clubs in Strafford County with 9 of these Clubs as
animal projects.

Cognitive and Creative Competence

- The knowledge and ability

to participate in creative expression through creative thinking,

seeing, feeling, tasting, and hearing.
Animal science projects (9 Clubs and 181 enrolled youth)
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Family and Consumer Science (11 Clubs and 215 enrolled youth)
Fashion Revue

‘Kids on the Block’

scripts. Presented

- Teen

Club

learned

technique

skits to local day care centers

and

as a

summer project.

Environmental Stewardship (134 enrolled youth)
School-to-Farm: 1,200 4™ graders visit UNH Dairy Barns to
learn about agriculture.

Cocheco Watershed project - County staff continue
support this project and participate in events

to

Maple Day - See Parent Involvement section below

Attended a Project WET training workshop
SPACES

- See

SPACES

conference

above

under

Personal

Competence

. County Activities Day

. National 4-H Conference - Chaperone

. Teen Conference - Chaperone
. Rochester Fair - 4-H youth demonstrated
creative competencies at the Fair.
Vocational Competence
and career planning.

cognitive and

- Understanding and awareness of life
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Two volunteers and I participated in the selection of youth
for the “Marketing You" awards for the State

Winter Weekend: Advisor/Chaperone - 35 youth indicated
this is a project area.

Citizenship Competence - Understanding of personal values and
participation in public efforts of citizenship that contribute to
the community.
IFYE - Ethan Robertson
Parent/Family Involvement in Youth Development Programs

1.

Maple Day - In early March, 100 4-H youth and their parents
helped collect maple sap and learn about making syrup
4-H Cookout - a third annual event where 100 youth and
parents enjoyed a cookout and games
Newsletters

Roller-skating

- This event

held with Rockingham

County

youth is an opportunity for 4-H'ers and parents to get to
know each other and have fun!

Farm and Forest Expo - A place for sharing of ideas and fun.
(I only have one club participating here).
Somersworth International Children's Festival: Thousands of

youth attend this yearly event. 4-H had a hands-on craft
table and showed everyone how to make butter.

aa La
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Strengthening Communities

1.

TAP (Teen Assessment Project) at the Oyster River School

District - Worked with Charlotte Cross and CHAIN group to
organize and assist in presenting survey results to the
students and separately to the parents.
FAMILY DEVELOPMENT

In response to the changing structure and needs of
UNH Cooperative Extension's Family Development
addresses issues of concern to residents of Strafford
The overall goal of the program is to develop strong

families,
program
County.
families,

competent kids, and caring communities.

This goal is achieved as the Family Development Extension
Educator provides education through individual presentations
and workshop series, newsletter and newspaper articles;
provides training to, and
management
of, volunteers;
collaborates and partners with community and agency leaders to
assess needs and develop necessary projects; and develops
needed new programs.
During FY 1998-1999 over 4,800 residents received education
provided by Strafford County UNH Cooperative Extension's
Family Development Program. Foster's Daily Democrat articles on

a variety of Family Development topics reached readership of
30,000. Programming emphasis included:
Human Development: - In the Human Development area 4,490
Strafford County residents received parenting and human
development information.

¢ Family Focus: Parenting in the '90's - workshops ranged from 3
to 6 sessions covering the following topics: Development,
Self-esteem, Discipline, Communication, Values and Conflict
ate
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Resolution. Eight programs were held reaching 7 parents oneto-one and 88 parents in workshop series.
e An Adorable New Baby: A Shocking New Life

- An adolescent

pregnancy prevention program consisting of 10 sessions.
Adolescents cared for a simulated “baby” with particular
needs. In one eighth grade, 103 students were reached.
e Grandparents Raising Grandchildren:

Satellite Teleconference

host site - 12 participants.

e Better Kid Care Satellite Teleconference Series/Penn State:
Series of 8 teleconferences, reaching 87 day care providers
and 10 day care directors.
e Related Workshops: Additional workshops were held related to
parenting, positive youth development, youth substance abuse
prevention, teen sexuality issues and teen suicide.

e 1,852 Human Development publications distributed
e Seacoast Parenting Conference: 220 attendees

e Cradle Crier and Toddler Tales - A newsletter series designed
to enhance parent understanding of the development of their
child and help them become more effective parents. In 19981999, 7,333 parents received the Cradle Crier (series of 12)
and 644 received Toddler Tales (a quarterly newsletter).

e Over 2,500 parents, youth and community members benefited
from community building and parenting activities in 1998oles
Teen Assessment Project (TAP)

The Teen Assessment Project (TAP) was developed to promote
positive youth development at the individual, family and
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community level. TAP’s primary goals are to increase community
awareness and knowledge of teen issues and to encourage
collaboration to address areas needing attention.

e Oyster River TAP: Parent telephone survey developed and
conducted after the mailing of the TAP parent newsletter
series "Whose Kids? . . . Our Kids!" Newsletter topics

include: 1. Parent-Teen Relationships; 2. Teen Depression and
Suicide; 3. Teen Sexuality; 4. Teenager's Use of Alcohol and
Other Drugs; and 5. Parent-Teen Communication. The report
abstract is as follows:
Seventy-nine percent (79%) of middle and high school parents
were now more aware of youth issues in their community and
92% considered the newsletters of value to the community.
A majority of the parents increased their knowledge about
many youth issues, including parent-teen communication
(58%), teen use of alcohol and drugs (82%), teen sexuality
(80%) and teen depression and suicide (78%).

Sixty-three percent (63%) of parents reported the TAP
parent newsletter series helped to increase parent-teen
communication

about

sexuality

issues,

substance

abuse,

depression and suicide and/or parent-teen decision-making.
Reports also show 84% of parents felt encouraged to share
their own opinions about risky behavior with their teens,
39% increased parental monitoring and 46% wanted to
become involved with others in the community to address
teen issues.

e Dover TAP: The existing Coalition renamed itself the Dover
Coalition for Youth and developed its TAP survey, which was
administered in November 1999 to 1,635 youth in grades 7 12. TAP presentations were provided to the Dover TAP
steering committee, Dover School Board and the community

at-large, reaching approximately 200. The Coalition applied
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and received the State Incentive Program Grant through the
Bureau of Substance Abuse Services for $272,913 over a 3-

year period for substance

abuse prevention

with youth.

Work will be done to develop a dissemination and education

plan for the fall of 2000 to mail out the TAP parent
newsletter series "Whose Kids? ... Our Kids!" to all parents
of youth in grades 7 - 12, as well as to conduct parent/youth
forums around the newsletter topics. Action plans will also
be developed focused around the issues the youth surveys
reveal.
e Northern Strafford County TAP: A coalition is in it preliminary
stages with the goal of conducting TAP. Funding is being
sought to cover TAP fees and begin to develop a Family
Resource Center to be located in Farmington.
e In

addition,

TAP

stimulated

collaboration

among

schools,

health providers, the business community, youth and familythe spiritual
community
and _ law

serving
agencies,
enforcement.

FOREST STEWARDSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Strafford

County/UNH

Cooperative

Extension

forestry

educational programs are jointly co-sponsored with the Division
of Forest and Lands of the Department of Resources and
Economic

Development,

according

to

a

memorandum

of

understanding between the two agencies.

The UNH

Cooperative Extension forestry program

in this

county is about people, communities, and their trees.
The
program, delivered though the Extension Educator of Forest
Resources seeks to provide objective knowledge to the owners
of the trees and forests that those owners can make informed
decisions regarding the care and health of their trees and
246:
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forests. Owners are advised of the benefits and consequences
of their decisions and/or lack of decisions.
Ice Storm Damage Program

e
e
e
e
e

23 ice storm SIP plans completed on 2,393 acres
6 ice storm SIP assessment plans completed on 458 acres
7 ice storm forest access corridors on 12, 433 feet:
8 ice storm erosion control on skid trcils on 14,400 feet
5 ice storm clearing debris for forest access roads: 29,400

feet
e 5 ice storm wildlife openings created - 5 acres
e 1 ice storm forestry supervision on forestry practices - 1
woodlot
e 1 ice storm tree planting for replacement of damaged forest 1 woodlot
e 11 ice storm sanitation and clean up of hazardous trees - 204
acres
e 2 ice storm removal of cull trees - 37 acres
e 1 ice storm removal of debris from stream bed - .5 acres
Stewardship Incentive Program

e
e
e
e

11 SIP
9 SIP
3 SIP
3 SIP

plans completed on 439 acres
forest access roads completed - 24,040 feet
pruning of white pine - 65 acres
weeding and thinning - 216 acres

Ice Storm Damage Programs - Practices Approved

e 4 SIP ice storm plans to be done on 198 acres
e 1 SIP ice storm assessment plan to be done on 65 acres
e 19 ice storm forest access corridors to be done on 36,590
feet

-AT2
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e 10 ice storm erosion control on skid trains to be done on
24,150 feet
e 12 ice storm sanitation and clean up of hazardous trees to be
done on 205 acres
e 8 ice storm wildlife openings to be created on 8.5 acres
e 2 ice storm removal of debris from stream bed on 1.5 acres

e 2 ice storm pruning of white pine trees for future high quality
timber on 45 acres
e 1 ice storm tree planting for replacement on 2 acres
e 1 ice storm supervision of forestry practice on 3 woodlots
Strengthening Communities Program

e Improving the health of trees planted for turkey browse on
the County arm land with COVERTS graduates
e Continue to collaborate and cooperate with Lorie Chase on the
Cocheco Watershed Coalition
e Collaborate, cooperate and assist Lorie Chase on the Allen
Street Elementary School playground renovation project
e Collaborate, cooperate and assist Lorie Chase on the clean up

and opening up of the Cocheco River from Farmington to
Rochester
e 25 acre woods exam on the Farmington Tow Forest and Made
recommendations of how to improve wildlife habitat there

e Assist the Strafford Conservation District and the Town of
Milton with the reclamation of abandoned gravel pit which is
being enhanced for educational, recreational, and wildlife
habitat uses.
Workshops with Youth and Adults

e Continue to educate forestry consultants with computer
techniques and with the aids here at the office for the
construction of forest management plans.
e 14 workshops with 383 youth attending
e 6 workshops with 229 adults attending
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Other Educational Programs

e Continuing to work with sugaring programs at Strafford and
Moharimet Elementary Schools
e Start up sugaring program at the Milton Elementary School
e Preparation for the year 2000 start up sugaring programs at
the Somersworth Elementary School and the Camp Fireside
Church Camp
e Chainsaw safety and maintenance workshop for Farmington
Public Works Department (10 attendees)
e Developed and implemented 3 workshops for the Community
Tree Steward class held at the Extension office at the
County Complex
Other Activities
Distance Education Project

In 1999 video conferencing continued to increase. Fifty-six
(56)

satellite

teleconferences

were

either

watched

live or

videotaped to be viewed at a later date. Examples include:
e Children, Youth & Families - 4-H Professionals

e Safe Food for the Hungry - Food Pantries
e Better

Kid Care

Series

- Extension

Specialists,

Child Care

Providers
e Medical Teleconferences - Riverside Rest Home Nurses and

Staff
e Immunology - Strafford County Medical/Nursing
Personnel
e Youth at Risk - National Guard, Extension Specialists
¢ Correctional Training -Sheriff's Department

;
Home

e Staff Development - Natural Resource Conservation Bervice
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PUBLIC OUTREACH
WATERSHED

EDUCATION

IN THE

COCHECO

RIVER

The Cocheco River Watershed is in need of environmental
protection. The vast majority of the watershed's population are
detached from the river as a living resource and do not
understand the associated natural systems. The population is
neither aware of the impacts of human activity in the watershed
nor the resource values of the river. The objective of this
project is to develop a citizenry, which understand the issues
and can make informed decisions regarding the protection and
enhancement of the watershed's environmental quality.
The objective is being achieved through the development of
educational

public

events,

activities,

and

materials

for

the

communities within the watershed.
With New Hampshire
Estuaries Project (NHEP) funding, Strafford Regional Planning
Commission and Strafford County UNH Cooperative Extension
are collaborating on the project in coordination with the NHEP
Outreach Committee.

Activities included a field day at the Strafford County Farm
on the Cocheco River Trail for exploration of the natural
systems of the watershed. A family canoe expedition paddled
down the river from Little Falls Bridge to Hansen Pines in
Rochester with great success.
A group toured industrial
development near the river, visiting Liberty Mutual's new Dover
facility, Turnkey landfill, the Isinglass Falls, and the Rochester
Wastewater Treatment Plant. At each location representatives

explained the measures required to protect the natural
environment. The last event is the annual Forestry Banquet in
November, which this year featured a presentation on the
history of the Cocheco River, focusing on forestry, agriculture

and industry.

All of the events have required input from

partner agencies and organizations.
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Respectfully submitted,

Cal Schroeder, Extension Educator
Agricultural Resources
County Office Administrator

Charlotte Cross, Extension Educator

Family Development

David Leonard, Extension Program Associate
Expanded Food & Nutrition
Education Program (EFNEP)

Don Black, Extension Educator
Forest Resources

Chris Bozak Extension Educator

4-H & Youth Development

Lorie Chase, Project Coordinator
Cocheco River Watershed Project
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STRAFFORD COUNTY DELEGATION COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF PUBLIC HEARING OF JANUARY 27, 1999

The Public Hearing of the Strafford County Delegation was called
to order at 7:00 p.m. by Chairman Wall. After the pledge of
allegiance to the flag led by Representative Dunlap and a moment
of silent meditation, the Clerk read the notice of the meeting and

the roll, which showed the following members present:
PRESENT:

Berube,
Callaghan,

Brennan,

George

Cossette,

Brown,

Domingo,

Julie

Dunlap,

Brown,
Gilmore,

Grassie, Kaen, Keans, Knowles, Lent, Lundborn,
McKinley, Arthur Pelletier, Marsha Pelletier, Rollo,

Snyder, Spang, Spear, Taylor, Vachon, Wall and
Woods (26 of 38).
EXCUSED:

Dechane and Smith (2)

ABSENT:

Bickford, Estabrook, Heon, Johnson, Musler,
Rogers, Torr, Tsiros, Twardus, and Vincent (10).

Also

present

were

Commissioners

Maglaras,

Dumont,

and

Chagnon, Treasurer Pamela Arnold, Executive Assistant Raymond
Bower, Executive Secretary Jean Miccolo, members of the public
and media.

Chairman Wall invited Commission Chairman Maglaras to say a
few words and then the public would be asked to speak. She asked
that one spokesperson from each group make their presentation,
then allow the public to speak on behalf of the group they are
representing.

Commissioner Maglaras welcomed everyone to the Hearing and
thanked them for attending and for their interest in the County.
He reviewed the Commissioners Proposed Budget for 1999. He
noted that the Commissioners’ Proposed 1999 Budget has tax
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decrease over 1998 of $8,621 and that this is the fifth time in

the last six years the County has had a tax decrease. One item of
great significance to note is that the Human Service Department's
budget had a decrease due to Senate Bill 409.
Another item of note is the continuance of the implementation
of the County's Capital Improvement Project, which has been
funded for those items scheduled for completion in 1999 and
2000, for a total of $533,611.

The County will fund a Bond

Anticipation Note for these projects until the year 2000, then
pay cash on the bond with unexpected revenue, if received. If the

projects require a bond, the first payment will be due in the year
2001, after retirement of the Alms House Renovations bond.

The Commissioners continue to monitor the Jail population
and, as always, continue to seek financial partners for any possible

expansion. The increase in expenditures at the House of
Corrections is due to the funding of new Correctional Officers
and the Volunteers of America contract for a full year; these

items were funded for only a portion of 1998, as the Officers
were hired and the VOA contract signed after the budget passed
in 1998.
Chairman Maglaras noted that the budget includes funds for a
possible wage settlement with the Union under the Contingency

line item. Areas of savings in the budget include: Debt accounts,
both long- and short-term, and health insurances for J&A and
RRH, which are based on a new health insurance plan that the
County adopted in 1998.
c

Chairman Maglaras also noted areas of additional revenues
both in the Registry of Deeds and Riverside Rest Home, which are

both very strong in anticipated revenues.

The

Commissioners

thanked

the

Elected

Officials

and

Department Heads, and the employees for their dedication to
<1
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keeping costs low, while still providing outstanding service to the
citizens of Strafford County. Department Heads and Elected
Officials were very modest in their budget requests; in fact, most
kept their requests at or below 1998 levels. Any increases in
requests were backed up with extensive explanations for the
required additional amount.

Chairman Wall opened the meeting up to the public for
comments. She asked if there was anyone from the pubic who
wished to speak.
The first speaker was Rodney A. Woodill from Rochester, who
noted that he was also Vice President of the Union at Riverside
Rest Home. Mr. Woodill asked a question in reference to the 1998
Commissioners Proposed Budget and the 1999 Commissioners
Proposed Budget and an article that appeared in the Rochester
Times. He noted that the numbers did not appear to be the same
in these documents. Executive Assistant Bower stated that he was
unsure about the article that appeared in the Rochester Times, as

the Commissioners Office had not been contacted to verify the
figures.
Chairman Wall asked if there were any members of the public
who wished to speak. After three (3) requests for further input,
she declared the Public Hearing closed at 7:10 p.m. and opened the
Public Meeting of the Delegation.
Chairman Wall asked for a motion to recess to caucus for a
Town representative to the Executive Committee, as
Representative Musler will be unable to perform these duties.
Representative Rollo motioned for a recess so that the Towns

new

could accomplish this. The meeting recessed for ten (10) minutes.

Upon return to the public meeting, the Towns presented
Representative Naida Kaen as their representative to the
Executive Committee.
cone
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Chairman Wall asked for a motion to approve the minutes of
the Full Delegation
Meeting
of November
20, 1998.
Representative G. Brown motioned to approve the minutes of the
Delegation Meeting of November 20, 1998 as written; seconded by
Representative Taylor and accepted unanimously by voice vote.

Chairman Wall asked for a motion to approve the minutes of
the Organizational Meeting of December 9, 1998. Representative
Rollo motioned to approve the minutes of the Organizational
Meeting

of

December

9,

1998

as

written;

seconded

by

Representative Brennan and accepted unanimously by voice vote.

Chairman Wall reminded the chairmen of Subcommittees to
schedule meetings as soon as possible. Meetings should be held
between now and February 26, 1999. The Executive Committee
will meet

Friday, March

12, 1999

to hear

the Subcommittee

recommendations and the Full Delegation will meet on Saturday,
March 20, 1999 to make final budget recommendations.
Chairman Wall reviewed the process by which the members of
the Subcommittees were chosen. She noted that she met with
Vice Chairman Knowles and Executive Assistant Bower to review
Delegation
members’
responses
to
the
Subcommittee
questionnaire. They did their best to place people on the first

Subcommittee of choice. Returning Representatives that did not
respond were placed on the same Subcommittee they had served
on in the prior two years; new Representatives were placed on the
Subcommittee where it was believed their interests lied and they
could best serve. Anyone who is unhappy with the Subcommittee
they have been selected to serve on was requested to speak with
the Chairman.
Chairman Wall asked if the Delegation had any questions
regarding the Proposed Budget at this time. Representative Spear
asked

if the $200,000

set aside for computerization
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making that system YK2000 compliant. The new system would be

compliant for the year 2000, was the response.
Representative Domingo asked if the County had interviewed
computer companies for the new system and who the current
vendor was. Executive Assistant Bower responded that the County
currently uses the services of CARE, which deals primarily with

nursing homes. The financial software was adapted to the CARE
program fifteen (15) years ago. Finance Director Diane Legere
reported that she has contacted eight (8) computer vendors and
reviewed their products, and had demonstrations at the office.
Chairman Wall noted that this matter will be reviewed further by
the Revenues, Capital Expenditures, and Special Projects
Subcommittee and anyone interested in further information

should contact the Chairman of that Subcommittee.

Representative Vachon asked for further details in regards to
the response given to Mr. Woodill earlier regarding the budget.
Executive Assistant Bower stated that he had misunderstood the
original question, in that Mr. Woodill had referred to an article in
the newspaper which the Commissioners’ office had not been
contacted for verification. The 1998 Commissioners Proposed
Budget and the 1999 Commissioners Proposed Budget would not
have the same 1998 Proposed Budget figures, as during the
Delegation’s budget review process as several changes were made
in the budget, as well as the assignment

of monies

from the

Contingency funds to the various salary lines, as per agreement
with the Union and Commissioners on salaries. He believes that the
column in the 1999 Commissioners Proposed Budget to which Mr.
Woodhill was referring to as being different from the 1998
Commissioners Proposed Budget is actually the 1998 Approved
Budget, which shows these changes as approved by the Delegation.

With no further business, Chairman Wall asked for a motion
to adjourn. Representative Rollo motioned to adjourn the meeting,
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seconded by Representative Berube and accepted unanimously by
voice vote at 7:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Raymond Lundborn, Clerk

Strafford County Delegation
STRAFFORD COUNTY DELEGATION HEARING AND
MEETING MINUTES CF MARCH 20, 1999.

The Public Hearing of the Strafford County Delegation was
called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Chairman Wall. The Clerk, Raymond
Lundborn read the Notice of the Public Hearing to Receive Public
Input on the County's Proposed Bonding of Various Capital Items
Up To $553,661 and Meeting of the Delegation To Approve the

1999 County Budget, and any other business which may come up az
that time, and called the roll, which showed the following members
present:

PRESENT:

Berube, Brennan, J. Brown, Cossette, DeChane,
Domingo, Dunlap, Estabrook, Grassie, Johnson,
Keans, Knowles,
Lundborn,
McKinley, Musler,
Arthur Pelletier, Marsha Pelletier, Rogers, Rollo,
Snyder, Spear, Taylor, Vachon, Vincent, Woods

and Wall (26 of 38).
EXCUSED:

George Brown, Kaen, Lent, Smith, and Spang (5)

ABSENT:

Bickford, Callaghan, Gilmore, Heon, Torr, Tsiros;
and Twardus (7)

Also

present

Chagnon, Executive

were

Commissioners

Assistant

Raymond

Maglaras,
Bower,

Dumont,

Finance

and

Director

Diane Legere, Executive Secretary Jean Miccolo, Register ‘of
Deeds Leo Lessard, several members of the public and the media.
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Chairman Wall asked if anyone from the public wished to speak
on the proposal by the Commissioners to bond various capital items
up to $553,661,

as

outlined

in the

budget.

There

being

no

response, she again asked if anyone wished to address this matter.

Again, there was no response from the public. Chairman Wall
asked if anyone wanted to speak or make comments on the bonding
of various capital items for the third time. There was no response,

and Chairman Wall declared the Public Hearing closed. She
thanked the members of the public for coming to the hearing.
Chairman Wall then opened the Delegation's Public Meeting.
Representative Berube led the Delegation in the pledge of
allegiance to the flag. Chairman Wall recognized Commission
Chairman

Maglaras, who requested

that the Delegation

have a

moment of reflection in memory of two County employees who
recently lost loved ones in tragic accidents.
Chairman Wall asked Commission Chairman George Maglaras to
introduce Ed Nash, a resident of Riverside Rest Home to speak on
behalf of the residents regarding a bill introduced to the
Legislature to increase the personal needs allowance for residents
of nursing homes from $40.00 per month to $50 or $60 per
month. Mr. Nash stated that he was against this bill, as the
increase was not enough to meet the personal needs of residents,
which include personal items such as shoes, clothing, hair styling,
stamps, cards for family members or friends, etc. He asked if
anyone present could live on $50 a month to purchase items such
as these. He is in favor of increasing the amount for residents,
however, he suggested that perhaps it could be increased to $50
or $60 this year, with a clause that would allow residents to split
the increase in their Social Security checks each year by keeping
half of the increase and turning over the other half which goes
towards their care. This would alleviate the problem of this
matter coming up again. The last increase was ten (10) years ago.

Mr. Nash asked the Delegation for its assistance in changing this
bill to provide more money for the personal needs allowance or
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changing the wording of the current legislation. Mr. Nash thanked
the Delegation for listening to his concerns and asked for their
support.

Commissioner Maglaras noted that an increase in the personal
needs allowance by $10 per resident per month, would have a
financial impact on the County of approximately $12,000 annually
(approximately 200 residents receive the allowance, times $10 per
month, times 12 months per year is $48,000, of which the County

is responsible for twenty-five percent.
Executive Assistant Bower noted that Riverside Rest Home is
very lucky because there are many community businesses and
groups that help support the residents in many ways. Most of the
residents’ needs are met through donations. However, this kind of
generosity does not exist in many nursing homes and it is very
difficult for residents to meet their own needs.
There was some discussion regarding this matter and the care
received by residents at Riverside Rest Home. The consensus was
that at Riverside Rest Home, all of the residents’ needs are being
met. Representative DeChane asked if the veterans at the Rest
Home received their personal needs allowance as it is set by the
Veterans Administration. Executive Assistant Bower responded
that the veterans do receive this amount, which is a much higher
amount

than the $40 that other residents

receive.

The Rest

Home's average occupancy rate is 98.87% and approximately 95%
of these residents are on Medicaid, the rest are private pay. And
most often, even the private pay eventually become Medicaid
eligible as they “spend down" their available funds for care.
Chairman Wall noted that this matter would be given serious
consideration in Concord.
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Report

and

Recommendation

of

Contracted

Social

Service

Agencies Subcommittee

Chairman Wall recognized Representative Julie Brown to give

the report of the Contracted Social Service Agencies
Subcommittee. She thanked the Commissioners for adding
$20,000 to the bottom line appropriation for Contracted Social
Service Agencies and Chairman Wall for her foresight in selecting
the Subcommittee members. This Subcommittee met with
representatives from each of the Contracted Social Service
Agencies who explained their specific programs and their financial
requests for the Subcommittee. The Subcommittee made the
following recommendations:
Agency

Commission

Agency

Appropriation

1998

Request

Recommend

Community Action Program
PreNatal & Family Planning
SENH

$ 50,000
38,000
11,000

$ 54,000
45 450
21,000

Strafford County Nutrition
Great Bay Training Center

1

1

5 400

5,620

$54,000
39,030
16,000

1
5,620

Increase

$4,000
1,030
5,000

0
220

Strafford County Child Care

32,000

32,000

32,000

0

Seacoast Task Force
Strafford Hospice, Inc.
Strafford Guidance Center
Victims, Inc.

23,500
15,000
8,000
1

33,500
15,000
14,000
1

24,500
15,000
11,000
1

1,000
O
3,000
ay0

Coalition of Strafford County

121,000

184,000

126,000

5 000

Dover Adult Learning Center __ 30,000

31,500

30,750

750

$436,072

$353,902

Totals:

$333,902

$20,000

The Executive Committee approved the Subcommittee's
recommendations at its March 12, 1999 meeting. Representative
Grassie motioned to accept the recommendation of the
Subcommittee and Executive Committee to allocate $353,902 to
the Contracted Social Service Agencies, with the breakdown per
agency as noted above. Seconded by Representative M. Pelletier.
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With no further discussion, the motion was accepted on a voice
vote.
Report and Recommendation of Human Services Subcommittee.

Representative Rogers gave the report of the Human Services
Department Subcommittee. As the largest portion of this budget
is State-mandated expenses, after review of the budget line by
line, it was the consensus of the Subcommittee to recommend the
Commissioners Proposal to the Executive Committee. The
Executive Committee
voted
unanimously
to accept the
Commissioners’ Proposed Budget for the Human Services
Department as follows:
Human Services Department:

$6,094,748

Representative M. Pelletier
recommendation of the Executive
Services Department in the amount
Representative Grassie and accepted
Report and Recommendation

motioned
to accept the
Committee for the Human
of $6,094,748. Seconded by
unanimously on a voice vote.

of Revenues,

Capital

Expense

and

Special Project Subcommittee

Representative Domingo gave the report for the Revenues,
Capital Expense and Special Project Subcommittee in the absence
of Subcommittee Chairman Gilmore. The only change to the Capital
Expense and Revenue portions of the budget was an additional
$20,000 to replace the Sheriff's Computer system, which
"crashed" in November. The $20,000 was added to the capital
items to be bonded

and

$20,000

was

added

to the Bonded

Revenue line item, therefore, there was no change to the amount
to be raised by taxation. Representative Musler motioned to
accept the report and recommendations of the Subcommittee, as
approved by the Executive Committee, as follows:
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Capital Expenditures - Registry of Deeds:
Capital Expenditures - J&A Building:
J&A Capital Improvements to be Bonded
Sheriff's Department Computer

$ 46,800
$ 30,450
$ 218,000
$ 20,000

Capital Expenditures - Riverside Rest Home
RRH Capital Improvements to be Bonded:
Interest on Bonded Debt-RRH:

$
29,345*
Sueesl 601
Cea OD

Principal on Bonded Debt-RRH:

Suet, 250

Interest on Bonded Debt-Courthouse:

Gees

COOL

Principal on Bonded Debt-Courthovse:

Sinton

15750

Bond Issue Fees

$

1,075

Total Capital Expenditures:

$

860,387

Anticipated Revenues:

$14,706,577

*These items are also approved by the Riverside Rest Home
Subcommittee.

The total amount for Capital Expenditures is $860,387 and
the amount of anticipated revenues will be set at $14,706,577.

The motion was seconded by Representative Brennan and approved
unanimously on a voice vote.
Report

and __ Recommendation

of

General

Government

Subcommittee

Representative Rollo gave the report of the General
Government Subcommittee. He noted that there was an increase
in the Registry of Deeds to add a half-time equivalent position and
overtime during the busy periods. Income in the Registry reached
an all time high in 1998. These expenditures will not be made
unless they are necessary. Representative DeChane motioned to
approve the recommendations of the General Government, as
approved by the Executive Committee, as follows:

See
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Administration:
Registry of Deeds:
J&A Maintenance:

$ 231,049
$ 315,877
$ 288,520

Cooperative Extension:

$ 149,318

Conservation District:

$

Interest on Temporary Loan

$= 313:097

43,500

Health Insurance - J&A:

$ 491,240

General Insurances - J&A:

$2485 033

Health Insurance - RRH:
General Insurance - RRH:

$1,173,660*
$
15,744*

County Convention:

$

Contingency:

$ 403,000

6,500

Total General Government:

$3,517,038

The total amount recommended by the General Government
Subcommittee was $3,517,038. Representative J. Brown seconded

the motion and it was approved unanimously on a voice vote.
Report and Recommendation of Criminal Justice Subcommittee

Representative Berube gave the report of the Criminal Justice
Subcommittee on behalf of Representative Callaghan. This
Subcommittee reviews the budgets of the County Attorney, Drug

Prosecutor Grant, District Court Program, Sheriff's Department,
Dispatch Center, Medical Examiner, Department

of Corrections,

and Jail Industries Program. Representative Berube noted that
the Subcommittee had no problems with any of these budgetary
requests.

Representative

Berube

motioned

recommendation of the Subcommittee,
Executive Committee, as follows:

ak>.3~

to

accept

as approved

the

by the
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County Attorney's Office:
Drug Prosecutor Grant:

$ 581,309
$ 50,650

District Court Program:
Sheriff's Department:

SF ti353
$ 589,948

Dispatch Center:

$ 196,206

Medical Examiner:

$

32,000

Department of Corrections:
Jail Industry Programs:
Jail Industries Program:

$
$

6
119,910

Total Criminal Justice:

$4,484 899

$2 843,017

Representative Johnson noted that there was a question in
regards to the Sheriff's salary being less than that of one of his
deputies. Vice Chairman Knowles, who served on the Criminal
Justice Subcommittee, responded that this matter was addressed

in a letter to the Attorney General's Office, with a subsequent
letter of request to the County Attorney's Office. The County
Attorney's opinion was included in the Subcommittee's report and
notes that State statute requires that the Delegation set the
salaries of Elected Officials before the filing date for the
primary election every two years. This was done by the 1997/1998

County Delegation and cannot be changed for the 1999/2000 term
of office.

Representative Knowles also noted that upon the request of
the Sheriff and with the agreement and recommendation of the
Commissioners’, the Subcommittee decided to endorse an
additional $20,000 in Capital Expenditures to be Bonded to

replace the computer system in the Sheriff's Department which
experienced a crash in November. This additional expense would
be offset by an increase in Bond Revenues and has been approved
by the Revenues and Capital Expenditures Subcommittee.

“642
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The motion to approve $4,484,899 for the Criminal Justice
portion of the budget was seconded by Representative Cossette
and approved unanimously by voice vote.
Report

and

Recommendation

of

Riverside

Rest

Home

Subcommittee

Representative Snyder gave the report for Riverside Rest
Home Subcommittee. After resiewing each department's budget,
the Subcommittee accepted the Commissioner's recommendations
for the Riverside Rest Home budget, with a $200 decrease in
Dietary. She noted that the Subcommittee had approved a
$38,000 increase in Nursing for an additional 1.4 FTE CNA
position on the 11-7 shift on the behavioral and Alzheimer's’ units.
Information on this additional staffing request was sent to the
Executive Committee relating to the number of “incidents” on
these units during the 11-7 shift. The Commissioners and the
Administration do not feel that the staffing level on these units is
unsafe or putting residents at risk. After the receipt and review
of this information, the Executive Committee did not approve this
additional $38,000 in the budget. Representative Rogers noted
that although the Commissioners agree that conditions are not
unsafe for residents, she questioned the safety of staff members.
Chairman Wall noted that this matter was discussed at some
length with the Executive Committee and the Administrator
visited the Rest Home during this shift to speak with employees
regarding this issue. The issue of unsafe conditions had never
been brought forth by any employee. Representative Snyder noted
that the Delegation is not in the business of micro-managing the
Rest Home and that we should allow the Administrator to make
these decisions based on his knowledge of the facility and with the

input of a competent staff. Commissioner Dumont noted that the
facility just went through its annual survey by the State of New
Hampshire and there were no deficiencies due to staffing noted.
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Representative DeChane stated that she had brought up the
concerns for employees on this shift and requested the increase in
staffing. Since this issue came up, she has spoken with Executive
Assistant and Administrator Bower about her concerns and feels
that they have been addressed by utilizing overtime allocated in
the budget from 4 am. to 7 a.m., which will help alleviate any
incidents, resident or employee-related that might occur. She
believes this is an adequate compromise to keep the situation in
check. She is glad that the matter will be rectified.

Chairman Wall noted that it is her hope that should anyone
have problems in the future, that they bring them up through the
appropriate channels.
Representative

Lundborn

motioned

to

accept

the

recommendation of the Subcommittee for Riverside Rest Home

and approved

by the Executive

Committee,

the amount

of

$11,506,575, seconded by Representative DeChane and accepted
unanimously on a vote voice, as follows:
Administration:

$ 692,171

Purchasing:
Dietary:
Nursing:

$ 76,044
$ 1,526,202
$ 4,286,007

Socio-Behavioral Unit:
Resident Services:
Maintenance:

$ 867,852
$
57,624
$ 685,417

Laundry & Sewing:
Housekeeping:
Physician & Pharmacy:
Staff Development:

$° 335,986
$ 519,883
$ 124,012
$
88,881

Physical Therapy:
Activities:

$ 224,688
$ 254,503

Occupational Therapy:

$

Social Services:
Health Insurance - RRH:

$ 216,689
$1,173 ,660*
-66-
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General Insurance - RRH:

5

eth /44*

Capital Expenditures - Riverside Rest Home:

$

29,345%*

RRH Capital Improvements to be Bonded:

eA

phe RoSsiby

Total:

SIL 5069/5

*These items are also approved by the General Government, and
Revenues and Capital Expenditures Subcommittees.
Bonding of Various Capital Items

Representative
Lundborn
motioned
to
approve’
the
appropriation of $553,661 for various capital items as outlined in
the 1999 Commissioners Proposed Budget and as approved by the
Strafford County Delegation, and to meet this appropriation the
County Commissioners are authorized to borrow $553,661 under
RSA 28 and the Municipal Finance Act; provided, however, that
the amount of the authorized borrowing shall be reduced to the
extent that the County Commissioners and the County Treasurer
determine that Proportionate Share Pool or other funds of the
County are available to pay costs of the capital improvement
projects. Representative DeChane asked for a roll call on the
motion. The projects are as follows:

Finance Department Computer Software/Hardware
County Attorney Archives, Workstations, and Furniture
Sheriff Computer Hardware/Software
Riverside Rest Home (RRH) Energy Retrofit
RRH Furniture Replacement
RRH Telephone System
RRH Dietary Equipment
RRH Nursing Department Tub Replacements
RRH Maintenance Trash Compactor Replacement
RRH Nursing/Maintenance Computer Hardware/Software

B72
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There was some discussion regarding the capital expenditures
and the bonding. The Commissioners have a Six-Year Capital
Improvement Plan for the County. Some capital projects have
been lumped together this year so that the County can bond them
during a year when the County's long-term bonded debt is
reduced, i.e, a bonded item is paid off. The AlmsHouse
Renovations Project will be paid off in the year 2000, and the

first payment on this bond will be due that year. This balances out
the amount of long-term debt +hat the County has at any one time.
By consolidating two to three years worth of the capital items to
be bonded at one time, we also save on bond issue fees, which cost
up to $15,000 per bond. This, in addition to the reduction in long-

term debt and the low interest rates, make this the best time to

bond these items. By bonding these items this year, the impact on
the taxpayers is reduced. We may also need to bond for a Jail
addition in the near future.
With no further discussion, Representative Berube seconded

the motion and it passed 24 to 1 onaroll call vote, as follows:

YEAS:

Berube, Brennan, J. Brown, Cossette, Domingo, Dunlap,
Estabrook, Grassie, Johnson, Knowles, Lundborn, McKinley,
Musler, A. Pelletier, M. Pelletier, Rogers, Rollo, Snyder,
Spear, Taylor, Vachon, Vincent, Woods and Wall (24 of

25)
NAYS:

DeChane (1)

Representative Berube noted that it was very important that
the Delegation supports bonding these capital improvements as
the County is planning for the future.
Motion

to Approve

Total

Expenditures,

and Amount to be Raised by Taxation.

-68-
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Representative
Musler
motioned
to
approve
total
Expenditures for 1999 in the amount of $25,283,139. Seconded
by Representative Rollo and passed 24 to 1 ona roll call vote as

follows:
YEAS:

Berube, Brennan, J. Brown, Cossette, Domingo, Dunlap,
Estabrook, Grassie, Johnson, Knowles, Lundborn, McKinley,
Musler, A. Pelletier, M. Pelletier, Rogers, Rollo, Snyder,

Spear, Taylor, Vachon, Vincent, Woods and Wall

(24 of

25)

NAYS:

DeChane (1)

Representative Musler motioned to approve total Anticipated
Revenues in the amount of $14,706,577 and Surplus to be used to

offset taxes in the amount of $350,000. Seconded by
Representative Berube and accepted unanimously ona roll call vote
as follows:
YEAS:

Berube, Brennan, J. Brown, Cossette, DeChane, Domingo,
Dunlap, Estabrook, Grassie, Johnson, Knowles, Lundborn,
McKinley, Musler, A. Pelletier, M. Pelletier, Rogers, Rollo,
Snyder, Spear, Taylor, Vachon, Vincent, Woods and Wall

(25)
NAYS:

None.

Representative Lundborn motioned to approve the Amount to
be Raised by Taxation of $10,226,562, a tax decrease over 1998
of $8,821.

Representative DeChane noted that
inquiries as to how the legislation to
Hampshire will affect the County. Any
education will have no impact on County
takes an entirely different route than it
-69-
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some discussion on this matter and Representative DeChane noted
that although a State tax may not directly impact the County

budget, it will indirectly affect it. The County has proposed a 2%
increase for Union employees, which is to be discussed further in
the meeting, and if the State implements some form of a income
or property tax, this would offset any increase the County
provides its employees. Representative Rollo moved the question.
Seconded by Representative Berube and passed unanimously on a
roll call vote as follows:
YEAS:

Berube, Brennan, J. Brown, Cossette, DeChane, Domingo,
Dunlap, Estabrook, Grassie,
Johnson, Knowles, Lundborn,
McKinley, Musler, A. Pelletier, M. Pelletier, Rogers, Rollo,
Snyder, Spear, Taylor, Vachon, Vincent, Woods and Wall

(25)
NAYS: None.

Community Development Block Grant Funding

Representative J. Brown made the following motion to approve
the Community Development Block Grant funding for Olde Port
Candles, Inc. of Dover, New Hampshire: “Be it resolved that the
Strafford County Delegation does hereby grant the County
Commissioners authority, without further action by the County
Delegation,

to apply for, to receive, and to use, Community

Development Block Grant funds, as may now or hereafter be
forthcoming from Federal and State governments for assisting
the Strafford Economic Development Authority and Olde Port
Candle, Inc. in accordance with appropriate State statutes
including,

but

not

limited

to,

RSA

24-13."

Seconded

by

Representative DeChane.

Commissioner Maglaras Bower explained that Olde Port
Candles, Inc., of Dover, New Hampshire, has asked for the
County's support in seeking a Community Development Block Grant
Aysae
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(CDBG). Olde Port Candles had requested funding from the City of
Dover; however, Dover has met the maximum allowable amount of

CDBG funds for 1999. The City also denied the project because
one of the business's shareholder's also works for the City. The
State and Federal CDBG regulations and the City Charter
specifically prohibit businesses with shareholders that work for a
CDBG administrative body to apply for funding from that City or
area, they were unable to receive funds through this avenue.
Therefore, they approached the Strafford Economic Development
Corporation (SEDC) and requested assistance

in getting CDBG

funds through the County from that agency. SEDC is a group of
people who joined together to try to make available and obtain
some of the money that is available from the State and the
Federal Government, as the process was very confusing and
diversified. It was the corporation's intention to help grant
seekers get through the process of obtaining funds. The
Corporation is set up so that as the money that is lent out to
businesses is repaid, it becomes available to other businesses and

entities. The County acts as a pass through for the money for
SECD and local businesses that cannot apply on their own. The
County is eligible for $500,000 of economic development funds
for a one year period, and $500,000 per year for housing and
public facility projects for one year projects and up to
$1,000,000 for two year projects per category. By utilizing the
County, these smaller businesses and communities can obtain
larger grants for their projects. This ‘helps the entire County
develop economically. The County has no liability, except to ensure

that the funds are received and distributed appropriately as
intended.
Once Delegation approval for receipt and expenditure of the
funds is given, the process is complete and funding can be received
after State approval. The CDBG funding also helps the business to
leverage other loans to improve or expand its business; everything
really hinges on receipt of the CDBG funds.

Airi,
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Representative Cossette asked for more information on Olde
Port Candles, Inc. Chairman

Wall recognized

Dennis McCann

of

SEDC to speak to this question. Mr. McCann responded that Olde
Port

Candles,

Inc. is a business

that began

in Vermont,

then

merged with New Horizon Traders and moved to Dover, New
Hampshire. It started out very small, in a garage, and has grown
dramatically. The business can no longer fill the orders it is
receiving and is losing money because of this. The business would
buy equipment to handle the rew orders and hire approximately 37
new employees. Olde Port Candles makes votive candles, scented
and unscented. CVS and Hannaford Brothers are trying to
contract with them for candles. Mr. McCann gave an overview of
the business and the shareholders. The grant is for $440,000 for
the business, plus $20,000 for administrative expenses, for a
total grant amount of $460,000. This will also allow them to
receive loans from other sources. Representative Cossette asked
about the owner's equity in the business. Mr. McCann believes that

it was approximately $125,000, but the rest of this information is
confidential.

Representative Estabrook asked for an outline of how the
CDBG funding works. The County is eligible for up to $500,000
per year in housing and public facility improvements and $500,000
per year for economic development projects; $1,000,000 for two
year housing and public facility improvement projects and
$1,000,000 for two year economic development projects. After 18
months, the County can request funding from the next year's
CDBG allotment. With approval of the grant for Olde Port Candles,
the County will have reached the maximum level for economic
development projects for a two-year period, 1998 and 1999. The
housing and public facility improvement CDBG funds are still
available.

Representative Johnson asked if there are funds available for
economic development for non-entitlement

communities.

At this

time, there is about $2,000 available. However, the money for
273:
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future years can be accessed at this time. Currently, there are

three (3) more projects in the works for CDBG funding. In
response to a question from Representative
Cossette,
Commissioner Maglaras responded that an assurance bond is not
required for this project, although they sometimes are. Mr.
McCann noted that a complete credit analysis of each business
requesting funding is conducted and submitted with the
application to the State for review.
Representative Estabrook asked what other projects the
County has approved for CDBG funds.” The other project was
Middleton Building Supply last summer, in the amount of

$540,000. This was the first time the County was approached for
CDBG funds.
Representative Brown asked if there was any product from
Olde Port Candle available to view. Executive Assistant Bower
responded that the Commissioners, the Finance Director, and he
were given an extensive tour of the company and were very
impressed, Chairman Wall suggested that the Delegation be given
a tour of the facility in the future.
Representative Johnson asked if a non-entitlement community
could request funding through the County for a housing or public
facility improvement project. Commissioner Maglaras noted that
there is still $1,000,000 for multi-year: projects and $500,000
for single year projects available.
Representative

Snyder asked

what

expenses

the $25,000,

which is retained by the County, is used for. Commissioner
Maglaras responded that this money is used to pay for the legal
fees and to pay the grant administrator. The County only receives
reimbursement for the amount it expends up to $25,000. The
County has no financial obligation for these funds. The grant

involves an extensive paperwork process before it receives final
we.
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approval from the Office of State Planning (OSP). There was some
further discussion regarding this matter.
Representative Lundborn moved the motion, seconded by
Representative Berube. The motion passed 22 to 2 ona roll call
vote, as follows:
YEAS:

Berube,

Brennan,

J. Brown,

DeChane,

Domingo,

Dunlap,

Estabrook, Grassie, ‘ohnson, Knowles, Lundborn, McKinley,
A. Pelletier, M. Pelletier, Rogers, Rollo, Snyder, Spear,
Taylor, Vachon, Woods and Wall (22)
NAYS: Cossette and Vincent (2)
ABSENT: Musler (1)
Discuss Method for Future Community Development

Block Grant

Funding Requests

Chairman Wall stated that there are three (3) suggestions for
approving future Community Development Block Grant funds for
the County. She also suggested that the Policy and Procedure
Subcommittee review the process and make recommendations.

This Subcommittee
Chairman

Wall,

consists of the following Representatives:
Vice

Chairman

Knowles,

Clerk

Lundborn,

Representatives Berube, Brennan, Musler and Spear. Notices will
be sent to all Delegation members of the date of the meeting so
that any interested Representative may attend to help gather
input and make recommendations. The recommendations for the
approval method would then be made to the Full Delegation for
discussion and approval. She then reviewed the three methods
that had been suggested:
1.
‘ok

Phone Poll and Vote for each Grant Proposal
Full Delegation Meeting for each Grant Proposal
et
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Blanket

Authorization

for

all

future

CDBG

Grant

Proposals
There was some discussion on each method. Representative

DeChane asked if the Delegation chose one of these options, if it
could be amended if necessary in the future and if the blanket
authorization would be for a specific period of time.
Commissioner Maglaras 2xplained that the reason for blanket
authorization is that it is often times difficult to get a quorum, by
phone or by meeting, of the Full Delegation, especially during the
summer. Usually there is a time factor for receipt of the CDBG
monies and time is of the essence to receive approval. He noted
that he realizes the Delegation has to be made aware of these
projects in order to understand them and give approval; he just
wants them to be aware of the dynamics involved with the County
and the business.

Representative Estabrook asked what the process for the
other projects was. Mr. McCann responded that as the money
becomes available, businesses could apply for the economic
development funds; the housing and public facility improvement
funding only becomes available twice a year. Many of the
authorizing bodies of the Counties and cities and towns who
receive CDBG funding have given blanket approval for receipt of
CDBG funds.

There was some discussion on the telephone poll that was
conducted last summer for the Middleton Building Supply Project:
Of the 38 representatives, 21 responded in the affirmative. No
other responses were received. Some of the Delegates did not

feel that this was an appropriate way to obtain a vote for the
CDBG funds as not enough information and no forum for discussion
was available.

rf toe
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Representatives Johnson and McKinley agreed with number 3,

a blanket authorization. Commissioner Chagnon noted that perhaps
a blanket

authorization

after the approval of the Policy and

Procedure Subcommittee is obtained. Commissioner Maglaras
stated that the Delegation would be notified of any projects as
they come up and information would be distributed before
approval is given; if anyone had questions they could call in and
receive further information. Commissioner Maglaras recommended
that the Commissioners mzet with members of the Policy and
Procedure Subcommittee ard make recommendations and then
have a Delegation meeting to present this recommendation for
approval. Representative Rogers stated that we are making a
mountain out of a mole hill; the CDBG process is a lengthy one and
the projects are thoroughly reviewed by the authorizing agencies
before it comes before the Delegation and she sees no reason to
delay approval.

Representatives M. Pelletier and Rollo stated that they felt
number 2, a Full Delegation meeting to approve would be the
appropriate avenue in order to have the Delegation fully informed
of the project.
Representative Grassie suggested that the Policy and
Procedure Subcommittee be given the authority to act on these
matters.

Chairman Wall suggested that a decision be made in order to
move ahead with the rest of the agenda.

Representative Keans apologized for arriving late to the
meeting and asked that this matter be revisited. The consensus
was that the discussion would continue without re-discussion of all
the issues.
Representative Vachon stated that he did not participate in
the phone poll last summer because he felt that he did not have
[76-
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enough information to make a decision. He did not agree with the
phone poll procedure or to giving blanket authority to approve
funding CDBG projects.
Representative Taylor asked about the Public Hearing that is
required for the CDBG projects. Executive Assistant Bower
explained that this meeting was held last month prior to the
Commissioners’ meeting and approval of the project. The hearing
was advertised in the newspaper, as required. Representative
Keans did not feel this was adequate notification for Delegation
members. She also stated that the cities and towns should be the
ones processing the CDBG funds, not the County. The County
should not be involved in these projects; they should be handled
locally. Executive Assistant Bower responded that the reason the
County is involved is so that the smaller, non-entitlement

communities would have access to a larger amount of CDBG funds
and also to help when entitlement areas have reached the
maximum funding levels. The County's only obligation is to approve
the project's funding and act as a “pass through" for the funding.
Representative Lundborn motioned that the Policy and
Procedure Subcommittee review the alternatives available to the
Delegation for approval of CDBG
funds and make a
recommendation to the Executive Committee and Full Delegation
for approval. Seconded by Representative Vincent. Representative
Cossette requested that the Full Delegation be sent notification
of the Policy and Procedure Subcommittee meeting and be allowed
the opportunity to speak at the meeting. This was agreed to. The
motion passed on a voice vote.
2
Approve Negotiated Union Settlement

Representative

Berube

motioned

to

approve

Settlement. Seconded by Representative Grassie.

wh

the

Union
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Chairman Wall recognized Executive Assistant Bower to
report on the settlement. Executive Assistant Bower responded
that through mediation the County and the Union (State Employee
Association) have reached a settlement on a one year contract.
The members of the Union voted to ratify the agreement 125 to
20 and the Commissioners have accepted the agreement
unanimously. The information on the settlement was sent to the
Delegation for review.

In summary, the contract provides a $.40 per hour increase
for Certified Nurses Aides (CNAs) as of April 1, 1999 and all
bargaining unit employees will receive a Step on their anniversary
date (date of hire). The cost of the entire wage package for all
County employees is approximately $390,000; $403,000 was the
estimate that the Commissioners added in the budget under
Contingency.

Representative J. Brown noted that a lot of time and effort
are put into the Union negotiations; she suggested a three-year
contract be negotiated. Executive Assistant Bower responded
that the Commissioners offered a two (2) year contract, which
would coincide with election terms and so as not to bind future
Elected Officials to the agreement. The difficulty with this is the

pricing of the insurance plans offered to employees.
Representative Vincent noted that although the amount to be
raised by taxation decreases, anticipated revenues increased by
over $1,000,000. The expenditures also increased by this amount
and he felt that the additional revenue should have been used to
reduce taxes not increase expenditures. The additional revenue
should be returned to the cities and towns. Executive Assistant
Bower explained that $553,000 of the increase in revenues was

for Bond Revenues which will be used to fund Capital Improvement
projects at the County.
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Representative DeChane noted that she has received several
phone calls regarding the manner in which the Union vote was held
for the Union. Apparently, there was separate vote taken on one
issue, and it was taken twice.

Executive Assistant Bower responded that there had been an
addendum made to the original agreement, as approved, as it did
not include certain Certified Nurses Aides in the Physical Therapy
Department and the two (2) Couriers, who are also CNA’s, with the

increase of $.40 per hour for CNA's. The approval of the
additional CNA’s would affect about six or seven full-time
equivalents (FTEs). The first vote on this addendum was tied 70 to
70. The addendum to increase these employee's salaries by $.40

failed with the second vote. They will receive the same increase as
all other non-CNA's, a step on their anniversary date. Some of the
Representatives inquired as to why the Union would not agree to
the increase for their fellow employees. Executive Assistant
Bower deferred the answer to a Union member who was present,
Rodney Woodall. Mr. Woodall stated that the Executive
Committee of the Union agreed with the increase; however, other

members did not and it was voted down.

The motion to approve the Union Settlement was moved. With
no further discussion, a roll call on the Settlement was taken and

it was approved 21 to 1, as follows:
YEAS:

Berube, J. Brown, Cossette, Domingo, Dunlap, Grassie,
Johnson, Keans, Knowles, Lundborn, McKinley, A. Pelletier,

M. Pelletier,

Rogers,

Snyder,

Spear,

Taylor,

Vincent, Woods and Wall (21)

NAYS:

DeChane (1)

ABSENT: Brennan, Estabrook, Musler, and Rollo (4)
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Approve Minutes of January 27, 1999 Public Meeting

Representative Lundborn motioned to approve the minutes of
the January 27, 1999 Public Meeting of the Delegation. Seconded
by Representative Berube and accepted unanimously by voice vote.
Other Business

Representative J. Brcwn wished to acknowledge the County
Administration, Commissioners Maglaras, Dumont and Chagnon and

Executive Assistant Bower, for assisting the City of Rochester is
such a big way. The City's Clock Tower has not worked for several
years and Commissioner Dumont was kind enough to offer to
repair it. The other Commissioners and Executive Assistant Bower
climbed up the tower and removed the clock so that Commissioner
Dumont

could repair it. The City had received an estimate of

$10,000 to repair this clock. She noted that the City of
Rochester owes the Commissioners a great thank you.
Representative Snyder noted that she likes having the
Commissioners sitting with the Delegation; this was the consensus
of opinion.
Representative Domingo asked for donations via raffle tickets
for the Solders Home and Representative Grassie noted that
Spaulding High School students need donations to raise the funds
for the clock repair.
Representative Berube thanked Chairman Wall for doing an
excellent job with the meeting. Chairman Wall thanked everyone

for coming to the meeting and the Commissioners, Executive
Assistant Ray Bower, and Executive Secretary Jean Miccolo for

all their hard work.
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Upcoming Meetings

Chairman Wall reviewed upcoming meetings for the Delegation,
noting that no other Full Delegation meeting is required at this
time for the remainder of this year, except to approve the
manner in which the CDBG funds are approved and if a
Supplemental Budget is necessary.
-Executive Committee Mtg. Ist Quarter Report: Mid-May
-Executive Committee Mtg. 2" Quarter Report: Mid-August

-Executive Committee Mtg. 3™ Quarter Report: Mid-November
With no further business, Representative Lundborn motioned
to adjourn the meeting; seconded by Representative Berube and
accepted unanimously on a voice vote at 11:40 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Raymond Lundborn, Clerk
Strafford County Delegation
STRAFFORD COUNTY DELEGATION COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF PUBLIC HEARING OF SEPTEMBER 18, 1999

Chairman Wall called the Public Hearing of the Strafford
County Delegation to order at 9:00 a.m. in Superior Courtroom IT

of the Strafford County Justice and Administration Building.
After the pledge of allegiance to the flag led by Representative
Callaghan and a moment of silence, the Clerk read the notice of
the meeting and called the roll, which showed the following
members present:
PRESENT:

Berube, Brennan, Julie Brown, Callaghan, Cossette,
Domingo, Gilmore, Grassie, Kaen, Keans, Knowles, Lent,

Lundborn, Arthur Pelletier, Marsha Pelletier, Rogers,
Rollo, Snyder, Spang, Spear, Taylor, Twardus, Vincent
and Wall (24 of 38).
“842
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EXCUSED:

George Brown, Dechane, Dunlap, Johnson, Smith, Torr,
and Woods (7)

ABSENT:

Bickford, Estabrook, Heon, McKinley, Musler, Tsiros,

and Vachon (7).
Also

Chagnon,

present

were

Executive

Commissioners

Assistant

Maglaras,

Raymond

Dumont,

Bower,

and

Executive

Secretary Jean Miccolo, Navid Funk, Superintendent, House of
Corrections,
Captain Warren
Dowaliby, Lou Archambeault,
Classifications Officer, Mike Currey, Programs and Work Release
Coordinator, Ken Muske, Education Director, Kate Rockey,
Registered Nurse, Kelly Davis, Donald Sumner, and Dana Morton,
Sumner/Davis Architects, Sheriff Martin Heon, Earle Goodwin,
Ralph Torr, Rochester City Councilor, Police Chief Brian Burke,

Lucien Levesque, Rochester City Councilor, former Representative
William McCann, Ed Jansen, Rollinsford Selectman, Attorney Brian

Sterns, Erv Sparkman, Mr. Anderson, several other members of
the public and Mike Gillis, The Times and Jim Kimball, Fosters
Daily Democrat.

Chairman Wall opened the Public Hearing to hear public input
on Strafford County's request to borrow up to $12,500,000 to
design and construct an addition to the current Strafford County
House of Corrections to enable Strafford County to meet the
requirements of RSA 30-B:1, which states: “each County shall
provide, keep and maintain facilities, administered by a County
Department of Corrections, for the reception and confinement of

prisoners committed to or ordered to be detained at a County
Correctional Facility."
Chairman Wall noted that the process of the hearing was that
the Delegation would hear the public's input on this matter today,
the hearing will be recessed until Wednesday, September 29,
1999, 7:00

p.m. She noted

that this is a Public
==

Hearing,

the
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members of the public's opportunity to speak on the subject. The
Delegation Meeting will be held directly after the Public Hearing
on September 29, 1999. This will give the Delegation an
opportunity to speak to the matter.
Chairman Wall then invited County Commission
George Maglaras to speak on the matter. Chairman

Chairman
Maglaras

stated that the Commissioners wished to make a_ brief
presentation to the publi< in order to give them some background
on the request for funds to build an addition to the Correctional
facility and then to answer any specific questions that the public
may have on the proposal. He then requested Executive Assistant
Bower to speak.

Executive Assistant Bower gave a brief history of the House
of Corrections and reiterated the need for an addition to the
existing facility. He began by stating that no one wants to build a
new Jail. In 1907, the "bird cage" opened with forty-eight (48)
beds. In 1985, the facility was expanded and was projected to
meet the needs of Strafford County for the next twenty (20)

years with sixty-eight (68) beds. It was felt that this would be
adequate since there had been no need for expansion in for
nearly seventy-eight (78) years. By 1988, the HOC was already
double bunking as many of the 68 cells as possible, increasing its
capacity to 98. At the time, there were 90 inmates doublebunked. In 1990, the County renovated the AlmsHouse to house
minimum-security inmates dormitory style. We currently board
minimum-security inmates from other jurisdictions in this area.
It was noted that the minimum-security area of the Jail is not
overcrowded. It is the medium and maximum areas that are
overflowing with inmates.
He noted that some of the mistakes that were made in the

early

1980's

were

that

the

expansion

of the

House of

Corrections was too small to meet the needs in the short-term,

never mind the next 20 years. The original expansion request
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was “auctioned” so to speak. When the Commissioners sought

approval of the amount needed to expand the House of
Corrections, the amount was cut. When this happened, the
County lost the ability to expand for future needs as ancillary
services and support mechanicals were cut back.
Executive Assistant

Bower went on to review some

of the

current problems with the Jail, beyond the overcrowding, which
include:

eInadequate

intake and booking areas

(crowded, and inhibits

proper separation of incoming and outgoing inmates)
eUndersized secure vehicle sallyport (provides only one space,
not drive through)

eInadequate space for medical services
eInadequate program space (classrooms, tutoring and other small
spaces, computer spaces, library)
eIndoor exercise area is often not available because it is used to

house the overflow of inmates

eLack of any food preparation facilities
eInadequate inmate dining area, causes inmates to be fed in
several shifts
eConstrained inmate laundry facilities (now housed in the Jail
Industry building)
eAdministrative spaces inconveniently located-too far from the

"action" of the Jail, tends to isolate Superintendent and support
staff
-84-
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eStaff support spaces
staff posts

inconveniently

located—too

far from

eLack of program and support service space for the AlmsHouse
Annex.

Executive Assistant Bower reported that in the fall of 1997,
the Commissioners formed a Jail Overcrowding
Study
Committee. After holding meetings over several months, the
Committee's
Alternatives to Incarceration
Subcommittee
developed the following recommendations to try to rectify the
problem. These were implemented with additional staffing:
Expand programming and education to reduce recidivism; reduce
likelihood of infractions by incarcerated inmates, to retain good
time and be able to be housed in lower security areas.

The following recommendations
and alternatives
to
incarceration
were
programs
that
were
continued
or
implemented: Court diversion (continued); Volunteers of America
Pre-trial release program (implemented); and the Strafford
Academy program (continued).
In addition
to the Alternatives
to Incarceration
Subcommittee of the Overcrowding Committee, there was a
“Bricks and Mortar" Subcommittee, which recommended that as

a final alternative that the County build an expansion to the Jail.
In June of
preliminary plan
approved by the
Assessment of

1998, the County hired an architect to do a
and design report, funding for which was
Delegation. The report offered the following:
the site; space needs; code review; outline

specifications; and perform preliminary estimates.

Also in June of 1998, the Commissioners delayed any
expansion projects for one year to see how the new programs
-85-
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and the VOA programs worked to reduce the overcrowding and
to prepare for an expansion if necessary.

In June of 1999 the Commissioners evaluated the success of
the implementation of the programs recommended. While growth
lessened somewhat, the Jail's overcrowding had still grown to 95

to 100 inmates on a daily average in a space for designed for 36
inmates (medium and maximum areas). The results were as
follows: Lack of proper housing (legal issues); lack of space for

programs and dining; 3-5 inmates per cell in some areas (i.e.,
holding); and a dramatic increase in inmate “incident” reports.
The programs, like the VOA, have reduced the number of
inmates by about twenty (20); however, the number of incoming
inmates is still increasing at a more rapid rate. We are currently

250% overcrowded. There are 90 inmates in a space designed to
hold 30.
After reviewing the Preliminary Planning and Design Report
submitted

by Sumner/Davis

Architects,

the

Commissioners

decided that the County cannot afford only two (2) pods, and
that by adding a third pod with sixty-four (64) bed, taxes could
actually be reduced due to an increase in revenue from boarders.
One to two (1-2) of these pods would be filled immediately by
County inmates; the third pod would be used to house boarders.
The design of the expansion would utilize fewer staff by having
a central core plan, utilizing “direct supervision." The cost of a
three-pod expansion, at this time, is approximately $12.5 million.

The estimated increase in taxes over a three (3) year period is
17%, with no revenues; with the third pod built to house
boarders, it would decrease the tax increase to 9% (almost
half). The estimated cost for building two pods is $10,900,000,
only $1,600,000 less than the $12.5 million estimate for three.

Chairman Wall asked House of Corrections Superintendent
David Funk to speak to the matter. He has been Superintendent
for the past year and Assistant Superintendent for eight (8)
-86-
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years prior to that. Superintendent Funk spoke on the actual
impact of the overcrowding. There are between 145 to 172
inmates per day housed at the facility. As of this morning, there
were 158 inmates. There are 38 beds for medium and maximumsecurity inmates; today, the facility has 86 inmates classified as
medium and maximum security. They have reconfigured some
minimum-security cells to house medium security inmates and
there are about 42 in this area. The AlmsHouse is specifically

designed for minimum-security inmates only. There are twentythree (23) females in an area designed to hold nine (9). There
are fourteen (14) inmates in the holding area, which is designed

to hold five (5). Each morning the facility has to be modified to
meet the needs of the inmates. The facility has an excellent
staff and they have been doing their best for over two (2) years
to make everything work. The situation is dangerous for the
Correctional Officers (C/O), as they constantly have to move
the inmates from area to area. Inmates are aware of the
situation and the lack of space to segregate them for
disciplinary problems; therefore, the problems or "disciplinary

infractions"
are increasing.
The
inmates—pre-trial
and
sentenced—are there because the Court has ordered them to be
there. The number of "special needs" inmates has increased as
well. At this time, Superintendent Funk introduced Head Nurse
Kate Rockey to speak.
Ms. Rockey gave a brief history of her background. She
works full-time at the Jail, and previously worked at Riverside
Rest Home. The Jail has very limited space for medical care. At
one time, there was one part-time nurse at the Jail, and that
position was on-call. Now there are two (2) full-time nurses, and
four (4) part-time nurses. Ms. Rockey tries to meet the needs of

the inmates requiring medical assistance and may have as many
as 150 contacts per day.
Representative Julie Brown asked to speak. Chairman Wall
declined, noting that this was a Public Hearing, an opportunity
-87-
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for the Public to speak to this issue. Members of the Delegation
would be heard at the meeting to be held on September 29th.
This is the way all public hearings are held. Representative Keans
noted that this was a different matter and should be handled
differently. Representative Berube noted that more time should
be given in order for the Delegation to assess the matter before
a vote is taken. Representative Brennan asked that the public be
given the opportunity to speak, as this is Public Hearing.
Chairman Wall agreed and asked Nurse Rockey to continue.
Ms. Rockey reviewed some of problems that she deals with
at the Jail, one being limited space. Lack of problem is also a
problem. It is difficult to conduct physicals and speak privately
in the small area available. She also provides inmates with
information on better health habits, takes assessments of each
new inmate, makes appointments at the doctors, provides some
counseling on dealing with family issues, as well as distributing

medicines and meeting with inmates as needed during the day.
Mike Curry, Programs and Work Release Coordinator, spoke
next. He gave a brief history of his background. Mr. Curry
coordinates the programs offered at the Jail and the work

release

program.

opportunities

for

Inmates
programs.

are

provided

Inmates

a _ multitude

receive

work

of

release

permission through the Court system. Mr. Curry oversees the

program and ensures that the inmates leave, return, and are
where they are supposed to be. Work release occurs twentyfour hours a day, as some of the inmates work second and third
shifts. GED testing is provided for inmates, as well as a number
of other educational programs. The number and variety of

programs has increased dramatically over the past 18 months;
however, the space in which to hold the programs has decreased.
The House of Corrections has several grants for a variety of its
programs from the Federal government. There are many
volunteers, student interns, members of the clergy and others
who donate their time and expertise at the Jail. As classroom
-88-
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space is limited, the dining areas are utilized for many classes.
Due to the number

of inmates, "chow"

time is held in shifts,

thereby reducing the amount of time the areas are available for
classes. Bringing the inmates back and forth through the facility
is also a problem that is dealt with several times a day. Programs
are broken down by inmate classification.

There are four (4)

types of release from the facility: Work Release; Counseling
Release; ChildCare Release; and Education Release. All releases

are approved through the facility and the Court. Inmates cannot
be out of the facility far more than 12 hours in one day or more
than 60 hours per week. They must be in the facility a minimum
of one complete day per week. If they work, they pay the
facility 30% for room and board. The Jail earned over $100,000
from work release inmates last year and $56,000 to date this
year. These release programs are for minimum-security inmates
only. They have to be processed in and out of the facility each
time they come and go.
Mr. Curry noted that the Jail does not rehabilitate inmates;

they rehabilitate themselves. They give them the information
they need to succeed, it is up to the inmate to process the
information and do something with it.
Ken

Muske,

Director

of Education

and

Counseling,

spoke

next. He gave a brief history of his background and what he
does at the House of Corrections. He has worked there full-time
since 1997, when he was hired as'a result of the Jail
Overcrowding Committee's recommendations. He was a volunteer
there prior to that. He provides education and skills that the
inmates will need when they are released. He noted that there is
no privacy for counseling sessions. The logistics of scheduling
areas is very difficult and the space for classrooms, counseling

and other programs is limited. They are constantly moving
inmates and programs from one area to another. The library

consists of a 6 x 8 space, and he has 25 computers in an 8 x 10
room. The program space has overflowed into the dining rooms,
-89-
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when they are not being used for meals. Screens are used to give

some privacy. It is a very stressful situation for staff and
inmates. He reviewed the programs that are offered: more could
be added with more space. Both Mr. Curry and Mr. Muske are

certified as Correctional Officers in order to enable them to
retrieve inmates from their cells and bring them around the
facility. This frees up some time for the Correctional Officers
to perform other duties. At this point, he feels they have

pushed the facility to the limit, for space, for staff, and
especially, for the inmates. Most of the inmates need a
structured environment and the Jail provides one. Mr. Muske
also works with the coordinators for the alternative programs,
like the Volunteers of America (VOA) program. This program
allows pre-trial inmates to be released once they meet certain
criteria.

Mr. Muske reiterated that the reason for offering the
number and variety of programs to inmates at the Jail is to give
them alternatives and skills to use upon release. Without these
programs, or the space to adequately provide these programs,
the inmates are going to learn other skills from other inmates.

They are doing the best they can with what they have.
Chairman Wall then called upon Donald Sumner of Davis and

Sumner

Architects

to

provide

the

public

with

a_ brief

presentation on the proposed addition to the Jail. Mr. Sumner

introduced himself. He noted that his company worked on the
original Jail in 1984, and several other projects at the County.
He stated that he has worked closely with the Commissioners,
Executive Assistant Bower, Superintendent Funk and staff
people to determine the needs of the County and the best
solution to the overcrowding problem by way of an addition. The
Preliminary Planning and Design Report was available to the
public and had previously been sent to the Delegation. The
Report provides architectural drawings of the proposed
expansion with three (3) pods. There would be a central "core"
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where ancillary services would be housed and allow for direct
supervision of the pods, reducing the number of new hires that
would be necessary. In fact, only twenty-seven new employees
would be needed, with an additional
Correctional Officers, medical, and

192 beds. This includes
kitchen personnel. The

report also includes a cost analysis of the proposed project,
using 1999 construction costs.

Mr. Sumner stated that each pod would have 32 cells, or 64
beds (2 inmates per cell), a recreation area, a dining area, and
classroom

area, and bathroom

facilities.

There

would also be

space for medical reviews, the central control area, and the
mechanicals would be designed so that the facility would be
expandable to four (4) pods in the future, if necessary. There
would be a total of 192 new beds. The building will be primarily
masonry and steel and will compliment the current facility. The
central control area is located in the middle in order to see down
all three pods at once. The design will allow inmates to be moved
from area to area ina controlled environment. Sumner and Davis
have designed correctional

facilities for Grafton, Carroll, and

Rockingham Counties. This design is the most economical.
Mr. Sumner then introduced

his partner, Kelley Davis, who

elaborated on Mr. Sumner's report. Dana Morton, the engineer
for Sumner and Davis, spoke briefly on the proposed plan. He
noted that Jails are one of the most complex building systems
built today. He noted that in 1984, when the design plan for the
existing facility was drawn up it had allowed for the mechanicals
to be expanded to other pods in the future, should the need
arise. However, the design had to be changed due to a reduction
in the amount of funding approved thereby making it impossible
to expand the existing facility. The current mechanicals will not
support the new addition. Mr. Sumner noted that copies of the
Preliminary Planning and Design Report are available.
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Chairman Wall asked the members of public if they wished
to speak. She requested that they identify themselves.
Rochester Councilman Lucien Levesque thanked everyone for the
information presented regarding the Jail expansion. He asked
how the bond would be amortized for the $12.5 million dollar

project and what the monetary impact on the cities and towns
would be. The reply was the County would bond the project for

twenty (20) years and noted that a breakdown of the costs was
available. Executive Assistant Bower stated that if two pods are
added, the tax impact would total approximately 17% phased in
over three (3) years; should three pods be built, the tax impact

would be reduced by almost half, or approximately 9%, due to
the increase in revenues from boarders. Mr. Levesque asked if
the dollar impact of any new employees was included in the
explanation. Mr. Bower replied that employees and all other
costs were

included.

There

would

be twenty-seven

(27) new

employees and the number of inmate beds would be increased by
192 or 14 times the number now available, with a increase of onehalf the current number of employees of 55, which is due to the
direct supervision design of the facility. Mr. Levesque asked how
much money the County earned from boarders this year and in
1998.

The

response

was

$598,025

in 1998

and

$502,200

through August of 1999. The County receives requests to board
inmates from many other entities, besides the State of New
Hampshire,

i.e., other States,

the Federal

Bureau

of Prisons,

U.S. Immigration, U.S. Marshals Service. We have also been
contacted by the Pequotte Indian Reservation. Partially due to
this additional income, the County has been able to keep taxes

approximately the same or less for the past five years. There is
a cost analysis in the Report that reflects the projected income
and associated savings to the County.
Mr. Levesque asked if it is wise to board inmates from other
jurisdictions with County inmates. He noted that they might be
able to learn new "tricks of the trade" from outsiders. Executive
Assistant Bower noted that current boarders are minimum
{92.
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security

inmates

and

"white

collar

criminals,"

which

include

crimes such as embezzlement, tax evasion or fraud, etc. Most
are one-time offenders, not career criminals and have almost

completed their time. Often times, the reason they are housed
in Strafford County is because they are from this area and the
agency wishes to have them closer to home upon release. These
inmates are not mixed with medium or maximum-security
inmates. It was also noted that boarders who come from other
communities are returned to those communities; they are not

released

into the Strafford

County

area

unless

they are

originally from this area. Mr. Levesque.asked what inadequacies
in the system did the County not solve in 1985 by spending $3.5
million on the current Jail that the $12.5 million expansion being
requested today will solve.

Executive Assistant Bower responded that a reflection on
the history of the Jail and the increase in crime in this century
would show a direct correlation to the needs of the County. In
1907, the Jail, which still stands and houses the administrative
offices for the House of Corrections,

was

built, utilizing the

"tier" system. It was called "the birdcage," and had a capacity of
forty-eight (48) beds. This met the needs of the County until
1984, when the new Jail was built for $3.5 million. There was a

need for twenty (20) more beds, a total of 68, a 40% increase,
with associated ancillary services. The ancillary services were
cut back in the approved budget to reduce the cost by
$500,000. Within three years, this new Jail was overcrowded.

It was anticipated that this facility would meet the needs of the
County for the next twenty (20) years.
Chairman

Wall

recognized

Ed Jansen,

Chairman

of the

Rollinsford Board of Selectman. Mr. Jansen stated that County
taxes account for a larger portion of his tax bill than municipal
taxes. He stated that he is against a tax increase of 17% that
would affect the tax base for the next 20 years. He noted that
the County has benefited greatly from the new Jail, which was
(eR
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built in 1984, and he has observed the crowding at the Jail.
What the facility needs most is an area for ancillary services. It
is not safe and it is not conducive to rehabilitation. However, he

does not see the need for 192 additional beds. He reviewed the
"supply/demand" philosophy. We need to increase the supply,
i.e., the number of available cells or decrease the demand, i.e.,
reduce the number

of inmates. In this case, the reduction

in

demand could be done by reducing the number of days pre-trial
prisoners spend in jail, by utilizing more judges, legal assistance,
etc.; reducing the number of pre-trial prisoners who are held in
jail because they cannot come up with bail; reducing the number
of post-trial prisoners by use of community service, home arrest
and monitoring, etc. as alternatives to jail time; improved
programs to reduce the probability of returning to jail. Society
has failed and has turned to the County to take care of the
problem. He disagreed with the assumptions that are being used
in the request for an addition to the Jail. He would like a clear
and appropriate explanation of why an expansion is necessary as

he feels that the request for the $12.5 million addition is being
pushed on the taxpayers. He feels that the County is requesting
more than it needs. Mr. Jansen stated that the County needs to
look at ways to keep people out of Jail and methods to avoid
housing people at the Jail while awaiting trial. A support system
within the community is needed after release and good programs
for the inmates in the jail. He suggested several alternatives to
incarceration, such as electronic monitoring, and that more jail
cells be built as a last resort. We need to use tax dollars
efficiently. In response to an issue brought up in a letter from
Attorney Brian Stern, he asked why the County has to pay for a
new Jail. It is not fair to tne County property tax payer. Mr.
Jansen also asked what the annual operating costs of the
addition would be, what is the cost per bed/per cell. He
requested a background of all the costs related to the proposed
addition. He inquired as to what programs are offered to the
prisoners upon release and who supports the inmate's family
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while he is incarcerated.

Mr. Jansen provided a written outline

of his comments for the record.
Chairman Wall recognized Mr. Robert Callaghan of Dover.
Mr. Callaghan stated that he believes the County should go
ahead with the proposal. There is a safety issue at the jail at
this time with the overpopulation. He also noted that interest
rates are low and this would be a good time to borrow the money
to build the proposed addition.
|

Chairman Wall recognized Mr. Erv Sparkman from Dover.
Mr. Sparkman noted that he lives within the "shadow" of the
Jail. He stated that he is very disturbed to hear what is
happening at the Jail and also that he is very disappointed in the
process. Mr. Sparkman noted that he would like to hear from
the Delegation on this issue and he is unable to do so because of
the process. Chairman Wall noted that this is the manner in
which all public hearings are conducted. It is done this way in
order to ensure that members of the public have an opportunity
to speak. Mr. Sparkman stated that he would like to hear what
the Delegation has to say and ask them questions on the matter.
Chairman Wall replied that the Delegation would have an
opportunity to speak at the meeting on the 29", after the Public
Hearing. This meeting was set up this way specifically so that
the public would have their chance to speak to the matter,
before the Delegation. Members of the public are welcome to
attend the Public Meeting, which will commence directly after
the Public Hearing on September 29". Mr. Sparkman noted that
he would still like to have the opportunity to ask the Delegation
questions and this method does not allow him to do so. Chairman
Wall asked Commission Chairman Maglaras for his thoughts on
this matter.
Commissioner
Maglaras_
replied that
the
Commissioners are willing to do whatever it takes to hear what
the public and the Delegation have to say on this issue. Should
members of the public wish to speak again after the Delegation
meeting, we will re-open the Public Hearing. The matter does not
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have to be voted on at that time. Another meeting can be
scheduled if that is the will of the Delegation. A vote of the
Delegation has to be made within ten (10) days of a Public
Hearing or another one will have to be held. However, if this is
necessary, it will be done. The process was. discussed.
Mr.
Sparkman asked what the process would be to allow him to hear
a member of the Delegation speak and then ask questions in
order to receive more information. Chairman Wall noted that we
would do whatever it takes to allow everyone to receive all the
information that they require on the matter.

Chairman Wall called on Attorney Brian Sterns to speak.
Attorney Sterns stated that he supports the concept that the
inmates be safe and have programs available to them. He
appreciates the problems the facilities is facing with lack of
space, but asked if the County has done everything possible to
ensure that an expansion is the only alternative. He wanted to
know the negative impacts of this proposal and what has been
done to date to try to reduce the overcrowding. He inquired as
to what percentage of the inmate population comes from

Strafford County and what percentage comes from the State,
and from outside New Hampshire. What is the percentage of
prison days the inmates are sentenced to that are unfunded
mandates and therefore, that the State should be paying for?
What is the list of crimes that fall into unfunded mandates?
Nothing should be done until we have answers to these questions.
Attorney Sterns also noted that he felt the State should be
involved in funding the County facility. He wanted to know what
the recidivism rate at the House of Corrections was and what
was being done to reduce this number with better programs and
education. Attorney Sterns asked how much is being spent by
the County to avoid prison terms and what can be done to reduce
the number of inmates being housed at the Jail. Can the judges
be told that the jail is overcrowded and cannot accept any more —
inmates and have them sent to other facilities? What is the
County's responsibility in housing inmates? He also asked about
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the programs being offered at the Jail. Does the expense of
these programs fall within the unfunded mandate law? Attorney
Sterns inquired as to the design of the facility. How does the
County ensure that inmates from other jurisdictions do not get
released into the County's community?
Executive Assistant Bower stated that currently the House
of Corrections boards white-collar criminals who are minimum
security. With the addition, the facility would be able to house
medium security boarders as well. They are not released back
into this community; the agency with whom the County contracts
with pays for their inmates’ travel back to the place of their
origin. It is guaranteed that these inmates are "on the bus" back
home upon their release from Strafford County.
There

was

a

request

representative

from

Classifications

Officer,

the

that

Public

Programs

the

County

Defenders’
and

Work

Attorney,

Office,

Release

a

the

Officer,

Education and Counseling Director, the Volunteers of America
coordinator, be present at the next meeting. New Hampshire
Superior Court Chief Justice Joseph Nadeau will also be present
at the meeting on September 29, 1999
Chairman Wall recognized Mr. Bill Woodward,

Durham Town

Council. Mr. Woodward stated that he is sympathetic to the
problems at the House of Corrections that have been outlined
tonight. He asked if the County has money put aside in a Capital
Reserve Account for projects such as this, and a long-range
Capital Improvement Plan. He also inquired as to whether the
State provides funding for the expansion. Chairman Maglaras
responded that the County operates ona cash basis; surplus at
the end of each year is used to reduce the amount to be raised
by taxation. There is no Capital Reserve Account. The County
does have a Six-Year Capital Improvements Plan, which is
updated every year. Projects are earmarked for completion
within the six-year period and are budgeted for in the
sere
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appropriate year. He also noted that the House of Corrections
has received approximately $5,000,000 since 1994 in revenues
from boarders. If the expansion is approved with a third pod,
the County could earn approximately $1,168,000 per year for 64
beds at $50 per day. These additional revenues would be used to
reduce

taxes.

He

anticipated

receiving

$40,000,000

to

$60,000,000 in 20 years. The State does not contribute
towards funding the facility. Mr. Woodward asked why, if this
was the case, was the tax rate expected to increased by 17%?
Chairman Maglaras responded that this figure is based on no
additional revenues from boarders, should the expansion not be
approved for only two (2) pods is approved. Should a third pod
be approved, the tax increase over a three (3) year period would

be nine percent (9%). Executive Assistant Bower explained the
system of receiving revenues and how it is used to offset the
tax rate. He also noted that a small number of governments set
aside any surplus money

each year

for capital

improvement

projects. Another method of utilizing surplus money is to use it
to reduce the tax rate, which is what Strafford County does.
Currently, the County only has $1,000,000 long-term debt to be
paid off by 2012 at approximately $85,000 per year. This is for
a sewer line, which was built in 1992 because the system the
County used was no longer functional. When this was done, the
County approached the City of Dover to tie into the system, for
which they paid a one-time $150,000. All the other long-term

debt for capital projects, i.e., the Courthouse, the existing Jail,
and Riverside Rest Home, have all been paid off. Mr. Woodward
thanked the Delegation and the Commissioners for their time in
answering his questions.
Chairman Wall recognized Mr. Anderson from Dover. Mr.
Anderson stated that he is neighbor of the County's. He
inquired about the medical needs of the inmates at the House of
Corrections, noting that Nurse Rockey had stated that she sees
or treats approximately 170 to 200 calls a day. He noted that it
was stated that there were 150 to 170 inmates housed at the
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Jail. Executive Assistant Bower noted that there are many
repeat calls. Mr. Anderson gave kudos to the staff at the Jail
for working in such a tough job. It seems they are utilizing
maximum efficiency with minimum resources. He asked if other
alternatives had been looked into other than building a new jail.

Mr. Anderson asked about the length of time it would take, once
approved, to build the expansion and when would the project
begin. Executive Assistant Bower replied that once, approved,

specifications on the expansion would be drawn up from the
Preliminary Plannine and Design Report, and then requests for
proposals, or bids, to build the project would be sent out. Once
the bids were received, the Commissioners

would review them

and award the bid. Construction would begin shortly thereafter.
If the funding were approved within the next couple of weeks,
the project could probably be complete within two to two and
one-half years, depending on the season the project is approved.

Mr. Anderson asked about the design of the expansion and the
pods. Each pod would have 64 beds (32 cells); a classroom that
could be divided into three (3) classrooms, a dining area, and an

exercise area. The ancillary services would be located in the
core.
‘Mr. Anderson asked about the other projects that have been
discussed for the County Complex, such as the nine (9) ballfields
the City of Dover is planning to build on County land, the Humane
Society, and other buildings located near the Jail. He wondered

how these would be affected by expansion of the Jail. Executive
Assistant Bower replied that the only building that might be
affected would be the “round barn," which the County uses to
store supplies. The Sheriff's Department could expand into the
current administrative office of the old Jail. What happens if

there is a need to expand the Rest Home? Mr. Anderson asked if
the County had looked into other options and at what the future
needs of the Jail are. Executive Assistant Bower responded that
the County has performed an extensive study of the future
needs for the County. There is currently a moratorium on
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nursing home beds in the County until the year 2002. Mr.
Anderson reiterated that the process would take 2 to 2 $ years.
Chairman Wall recognized Mr. Earle Goodwin, former
Commissioner for Strafford County. Mr. Goodwin reviewed the
financial data provided in the Preliminary Planning and Design
Report and offered some recommendations. He suggested that
the core size be reduced to accommodate three pods without
the possibility of adding a fourth pod. This would reduce the
core cost by about fifteen percent (15%). Executive Assistant
Bower responded that this would leave no room to accommodate
future expansion and would cost the County more in the longterm, as this is what happened in 1984.

Chairman Wall recognized Mr. William McCann, former State
Representative. Mr. McCann noted that the does not see how we
can provide a safe environment for inmates with the plan which
has been presented. He noted that we are planning to increase
the number of inmates 120%, with only a 50% increase in staff.
His concern is to ensure that the facility is adequately staffed.

Chairman Wall again recognized Mr. Jansen from Rollinsford.
Mr. Jansen noted that the County has stated that we anticipate
receiving $40 to $50 million in 20 years in income from
boarders. What happens if the number of County inmates
increases, therefore reducing the number of inmates we can
board and increasing the amount of taxes raised at that time.
Executive Assistant Bower noted that if the County builds three
(3) pods, the anticipated income would offset the tax increase

by half. If the number of boarders decreases over time due to
our own needs, the loss in revenues would have to be absorbed
by increased taxes; however, if the third pod is not built, the
tax increase will be approximately 17% when the project is
implemented. The tax increase would be only 13 percent more, or
183 % , if the third pod is built and left vacant if no boarders
were available. The County has earned in excess of $6,000,000
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in the past six years from revenues at the Jail. Several agencies
are interested in housing inmates at our facility. The tax
increase would be cut in-half to 9% if the third pod is built.

Chairman Wall asked if there were further questions or
comments from members of the general public. She asked twice
more if there were further questions or comments. There being
none, she asked if the members of the Delegation wished to
speak briefly. Representative J. Brown stated that serving thz
inmates in shifts should not be a problem. The food is prepared
at Riverside and should be excellent. Representative
Berube
stated that several members of the public have come to the
Delegation with questions. He would like to hold another public
hearing before a vote is taken. He noted that he feels it has
been justified that something needs to be done about the
overcrowding at the Jail: however, the Delegation as State
Representatives, have to go back the their cities and towns and
explain the increase in taxes to the taxpayers. Time is needed to
evaluate the proposal and see if there really is a need to build an
expansion. Commissioner Maglaras stated that he and the
Commissioners are happy to take as much time and effort as is
necessary to explore the whole process with interested
members of the public and the Delegation. In 1907, the old Jail
was built and it served the County well for almost 80 years with
48 cells. In the last 14 years, the inmate population has
increased 340%. This is the nature of today's society. When the
Jail was built in 1984, no one believed the 68 beds would be

filled for another 20 years. We now have 150 inmates housed in

a 68-bed facility.
Representative Rollo thanked the members of the public who
attended
the meeting
today and stated
that it is
unconscienciable and deplorable that the County is earning a
profit at the Jail by housing inmates from other agencies.
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Representative Keans noted that it is her concern that we
incarcerate the number of people we do in this County. She
asked several questions regarding the type of inmates housed at

the facility; the crimes committed and frequency of those
crimes; the number of inmates incarcerated because they cannot
meet bail, the recidivism rate. She also requested the data
Sumner and Davis used in terms of standards for building the
facility. She also questioned why pre-trial inmates are classified
as maximum secuvity until they go to trial and are sentenced to
Jail. Executive Assistant Bower requested that these questions
be put in writing in order to provide adequate responses.

Chairman Wall discussed moving the time of the meeting on
September 29, 1999 to 6:30 p.m. Although there was some
discussion around doing this, the notice of the Public Hearing
had already been advertised for 7:00 p.m. and it was decided to
leave it at that time after the meeting was over. She also noted
that a third Public Hearing would be held at a date to be decided

on September 29, 1999,
Delegation at that time.
Representative

should

J. Brown

that

motioned

be the will of the

to recess

the Public

Hearing and reconvene it on Wednesday, September 29, 1999 at

7:00 p.m., in Superior Courtroom II of the Stafford County
Justice and Administration. The motion was seconded by
Representative Twardus and approved unanimously by voice vote.
With no further business, Chairman Wall asked for a motion
to adjourn. Representative Rollo motioned to adjourn the meeting,

seconded by Representative Berube and accepted unanimously by
voice vote at 11:45 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Raymond Lundborn, Clerk
Strafford County Delegation
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STRAFFORD COUNTY DELEGATION COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF PUBLIC HEARING OF SEPTEMBER 29, 1999

Chairman Wall called the Public Hearing of the Strafford
County Delegation to order at 7:00 p.m. in Superior Courtroom I
of the Strafford County Justice and Administration Building.
After the pledge of allegiance to the flag led by Representative

Julie Brown and a moment

of silence in recognition of New

Hampshire Department of Corrections Commissioner Hank Risley,
the Clerk read the notice of the meeting and called the roll, which

showed the following members present:
PRESENT:

Bickford, Brennan, George Brown, Julie Brown,
Callaghan, DeChane,
Domingo, Dunlap, Estabrook,
Gilmore, Grassie, Johnson, Kaen, Keans, Knowles, Lent,
Lundborn, McKinley, Musler, Arthur Pelletier, Rogers,
Rollo, Smith, Snyder, Spang, Taylor, Torr, Tsiros,
Twardus, Vachon, Vincent, Woods, and Wall (33 of 38).

EXCUSED:

Marsha Pelletier, Spear (2)

ABSENT:

Berube, Cossette, and Heon (3)

Also

present

Chagnon,

were

Executive

Commissioners
Assistant

Maglaras,

Raymond

Dumont,

Bower,

and

Executive

Secretary Jean Miccolo, Superintendent David Funk, House of
Corrections, Mike Currey, Programs and Work
Release
Coordinator,

Ken

Muske,

Education

Registered Nurse, Captain Warren

Director,

Kate

Rockey,

Dowaliby, Lou Archambeault,

Classifications Officer, Donald Sumner,

Kelly Davis, and Dana

Morton, Sumner/Davis Architects, Chief Justice Joseph Nadeau,
Lincoln Soldati, County Attorney, Police Chief Brian Burke, former
Representative William McCann, William Fortier, Dover, Peter
Smith, Durham, Ed Jansen, Rollinsford Selectman, several other

members of the public and Mike Gillis, The Times and Jim Kimball,
Fosters Daily Democrat.
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Chairman Wall reconvened the Public Hearing which was
recessed from September 18, 1999, to hear public input on the
Strafford County Commissioners’ proposal to borrow up to
$12,500,000 to design and construct an addition to the current
Strafford County House of Corrections to enable Strafford

County to meet the requirements of RSA 30-B:1, which states:
“each County shall provide, keep and maintain facilities,
administered by a County Department of Corrections, for the
reception and confinement of prisoners committed to or ordered
to be detained at a County Correctional Facility."
Chairman Wall noted that the process of the hearing was that
the Commissioners’ would make a brief presentation on their
proposal to build an expansion to the Strafford County House of
Corrections, and then the Delegation would continue to hear the
public's input on this matter. The Public Hearing would be closed,
and the members of the Delegation would speak. If so desired,

members of the Public would be allowed to ask questions of the
Delegation or the presenters. She noted that this is a Public
Hearing, providing the public an opportunity to speak on the
subject for the first or second time. She requested that persons
having spoken during the first hearing hold their questions until
first time speakers have an opportunity to speak. She also
requested that comments be kept to two or three minutes per
person and noted that everyone would have the opportunity to
speak.
Chairman Wall then invited County Commission Chairman
George Maglaras to speak on the matter. Chairman Maglaras
thanked the Delegation and the members of the public for
attending this meeting. He noted that as a result of the meeting
of September

18™ the Commissioners

wanted

to listen to the

concerns and issues on how to move forward to rectify the
problem of overcrowding at the Jail/HOC. The Commissioners will
offer as many meetings as necessary to provide information to the ©
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public and the Delegation on this matter in order for them to
make an informed and educated decision.

Representative Smith asked about the agenda; there was a
brief discussion regarding whether there would be a vote at the
meeting this evening or if another meeting would be held.
Chairman Wall responded that this is up to the Delegation; should
someone come forward with a motion, it will be heard or other
meetings can be scheduled.
|
Commissioner Maglaras stated that the Commissioners would
again make a brief presentation to the public in order to give them
some background on the request for funds to build an addition to

the Correctional facility. The presenters and the Commissioners
would then be available to answer any specific questions that the
public or the Delegation may have on the proposal. He then
requested Executive Assistant Bower to speak.

Executive Assistant Bower gave a brief history of the House
of Corrections and reiterated the Commissioners recommendation

for an addition to the existing facility. For further details on this
presentation, please see the Minutes of the Delegation Hearing of
September 18, 1999, attached.

Chairman Wall asked House of Corrections Superintendent
David Funk to speak to the matter. He has been Superintendent
for the past year and Assistant Superintendent for eight (8)
years prior to that. Superintendent Funk spoke on the actual
impact of the overcrowding. There are between 145 to 172
inmates per day housed at the facility; as of today, the count
was down to 138. Of these inmates approximately 86 inmates are
classified as medium and maximum; there are 38 beds in the
medium and maximum-security areas. Since the last meeting,
there have been 19 disciplinary infractions. There were two
fights since yesterday, with one Correctional Officer receiving
minor injuries. For further information, please refer to the
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attached minutes of the September 18, 1999 hearing. At this
time, Superintendent Funk introduced Head Nurse Kate Rockey
to speak.
Ms. Rockey
works full-time
Rest Home. The
one time, there

gave a brief history of her background. She
at the Jail, and previously worked at Riverside
Jail has very limited space for medical care. At
was one part-time nurse at the Jail, and that

position was on-call. Now there are two (2) full-time nurses, and
four (4) part-time nurses. Ms. Rockey tries to meet the needs of

the inmates requiring medical assistance and may have as many
as 150 contacts per day. Ms. Rockey reviewed some of problems
that she deals with at the Jail, one being limited space. For

further details, please refer to the minutes of the September
18, 1999 hearing.
7
Mike Curry, Programs and Work Release Coordinator, and
Ken Muske, Director of Education and Counseling, spoke next.
Mr. Curry coordinates the programs offered at the Jail and the
work release program. Mr. Muske reported on the educational
and skills programs offered at the Jail.
For further

information, please see the minutes of the September 18, 1999
hearing.

Donald Sumner of Davis and Sumner Architects then gave a
brief presentation on the proposed addition to the Jail. He
stated that the Preliminary Planning and Design Report was
available for review. The Report provides architectural drawings
of the proposed expansion with three (3) pods. There would be a
central "core" where ancillary services would be housed and allow
for direct supervision of the pods, reducing the number of new
hires that would be necessary. In fact, only twenty-seven new
employees would be needed, with an additional 192 beds. This
includes Correctional Officers, medical, and kitchen personnel.
The report also includes a cost analysis of the proposed project,
using 1999 construction costs. Mr. Sumner stated that each pod
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would have 32 cells, or 64 beds (2 inmates per cell), recreation
area, dining area, classroom area, and bathroom facilities. There

would also be space for medical reviews, the central control
area, and the mechanicals would be designed so that the facility
would be expandable to four (4) pods in the future, if necessary.

With three (3) pods, there would be a total of 192 new beas.
The building will be primarily masonry and steel and will
compliment the current facility. The central control area is
located in the middle in order to see down all three pods at orce.
The design will allow inmates to be moved from area to area ina
controlled environment. For further details, see the minutes of

the September 18, 1999 hearing.
Mr. Rod Miller, a consultant with Community. Resource
Services, then spoke on the design of the Jail. He noted that

this type of facility is the most cost efficient, meeting the
needs of the inmates, the staff, and the County. He has worked
with many governmental agencies across the country to address
overcrowding concerns at Houses of Corrections. This proposal
provides direct supervision, which reduces the number of staff
necessary to oversee inmates. Mr. Miller noted that he worked
with the Commissioners in 1981 on the proposal for the current

jail. At that time, the proposal was cut by $500,000 in order to
save taxpayer dollars; by doing this the core area of the facility
was cut back, thereby reducing program and medical space in
order to increase the number of cells. Within three years, the

Jail was overcrowded. Mr. Miller then noted that he is available
to answer any questions.

Executive Assistant Bower noted that the financing of the
project, with three (3) pods, would be provided through a twenty
(20) year bond. The current market interest rate is 5 to 5 3
percent. Phased in over a three-year period, the cost of the
$12.5 million project would increase taxes by seventeen percent
(17%), without additional revenues from boarders taken into
consideration. With these revenues, the increase in taxes would
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be reduced to nine percent (9%). He noted that the first year of

the bond would probably have little impact on the tax rate, as
the first payment would not be made until the second year. Some
of the second year's impact would be offset by the interest
earned

on the bond monies

received, which would

be used to

offset the interest and bond payments. The third year, when the
new addition opens, would have the most impact on the tax rate.
Executive Assistant Bower stated that there is a chart with the
estimated tax breakdown by city and town available for those
interested. The chart presumes no change in tax base for the

cities and towns. An example: A taxpayer in Madbury with:
property assessed at $100,000 would have an increase of $41 in
their taxes based on the 17% increase; the increase would bereduced to $22 based on the 9% increase in County taxes.

Chairman Wall asked the members of public if they wished :
to speak. She requested that they identify themselves and make
the presentations brief.

Chief Justice Joseph Nadeau introduced himself and stated
that he would be glad to answer any questions regarding this:
matter. He stated that the Courts have to follow the laws for
putting people in the Jail or House of Corrections, both pre-trial
and sentenced (detainees). Some of the reasons persons awaiting °
trial are housed at the Jail are that they are a flight risk, |
accused of a serious crime, cannot meet bail, or are placed there

due to the nature of the crime. As far as sentenced detainees, —

there is nothing they can do to reduce this population. They are
sentenced to the House of Corrections by judgement of the
Court. There is a reason they are in the House of Correction;
they have been convicted of committing a crime. The pre-trial
inmates’ cases are reviewed individually as far as the best
manner in which to handle incarceration. The Court does look at
the alternatives offered on a case-by-case basis to determine
what is best for the inmate and society.
4
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Chief Justice Nadeau noted that when he served on the Jail
Committee in 1981, people in Jail spent their time playing cards
and watching television. Strafford County has grown by leaps
and bounds since that time, offering educational programs,
rehabilitation,
work
release,
as well as alternatives
to

incarceration through the Volunteers of America program,
Strafford Academy, and several other programs. Many factors
have to be taken into consideration, including the nature of the

crime and the availability of programs that are suited for the
inmate.

Representative Keans asked Chief Justice Nadeau how often
a bail review takes place. The Courts have guidelines that they
follow regarding setting bail. The person can request a bail
review through their attorney and the Court will take that into
consideration. Most often, however, there is no reduction in the

amount of bail set. There was some discussion regarding the
type of inmate housed at the Strafford County House of
Corrections and Jail. Pre-trial inmates are sentenced to the Jail
while they await trial; sentenced detainees are sentenced to the
House of Corrections for up to one year. Pre-trials who are later
sentenced to serve more than one year are subsequently sent to
the State prison, after sentencing by the Courts. Representative
Keans then asked if the pre-trial inmates housed at the Jail for
crimes that are punishable with sentences of more than one year
would be the State's responsibility and not the County's and
therefore be housed at the State Prison. Chief Justice Nadeau
explained that until the pre-trial person is sentenced, they are
the County's responsibility. Representative Keans asked if the
pre-trial inmate had charges from other Counties pending
against them, could they be housed at another County facility.
Chief Justice Nadeau stated that this would be a matter of
practicality, as the inmate would then have to be transported

from the other County to stand trial in Strafford County and
vice versa.
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Representative George Brown asked if the trial process
could be speeded up. Chief Justice Nadeau responded that cases
are heard as soon as possible. The Courts do not want anyone to
stay any longer than necessary, but want everyone to have a fair
and speedy trial. Both the defense and the prosecution need
time to prepare for the trial and oftentimes, the Court receives
requests to delay a trial while preparation continues.

Representctive Julie Brown asked if the additional
courtroom was having an impact on speeding up the system. This
courtroom is used approximately six or seven months of the
year. At this time, a judge cannot be assigned to this Court full
time. Representative J. Brown followed up by asking if utilization

of this Courtroom full time would speed up the process and
therefore, reduce the number of pre-trial inmates at the Jail.
Chief Justice Nadeau responded that he cannot schedule the
courtroom every day, as they are not enough judges available and
even if there was another Judge available, he could not.
guarantee that they would be assigned to Strafford County. The
Chief Justice has to balance the needs of the State of New’

Hampshire.

In response to a question from Representative Smith, Chief :
Justice Nadeau responded that sometimes the defense will delay ~
sentencing as long as possible because they know their client is
guilty. By delaying the sentencing, the pre-trial inmate serves”
more time at the County facility and less time at the State
prison, once sentenced. Time served during pre-trial detainment

is credited against time sentenced. She followed up by asking if
this is a common strategy to maximize the stay of defense

/
/

attorney's clients at the County House of Corrections. Chief
Justice Nadeau responded that he did not know, but it would be
a strategy he would use if he were a defense attorney.
Representative Taylor asked about the percentage of
inmates that receive mandatory sentencing. Chief Justice
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Nadeau

responded

that he does

not

know

this number

for

Strafford County.
Representative Keans asked about the habitual offender
juvenile offender laws and how they affect the population at
SCHOC. The Chief Justice responded that he does not know
exact answer, but every law with mandatory imprisonment
the impact of placing an additional burden on the HOC:

and
the
the
has

Representative Bickford noted that he had heard the State
Prison was much better than the SCHOC; why would people want
to be housed here longer for pre-trial rather than being sent to

State Prison. Chief Justice Nadeau replied that most of the
inmates are from this area and would rather do their time closer
to home. The environment at the SCHOC is also much less
dangerous that State Prison.
Representative Brennan asked how many cases the public
defender handles each year for the Courts. Chief Justice
Nadeau replied that they handle between 70% and 80% of the
cases.
Chairman Wall thanked Chief Justice Nadeau for his valuable

input. He noted that if anyone had any further questions, to feel
free to contact him.

Chairman

Wall

recognized

Strafford

County

Attorney

Lincoln Soldati. Attorney Soldati spoke on the habitual offender
law, which requires mandatory sentencing. He agreed with
Representative Keans that this is a problem. Most of these
people are not dangers to society; however, the law requires
that being convicted of driving after being declared a habitual
offender is an automatic one-year imprisonment. He noted that
there are others who have committed crimes of abuse who do
not receive that amount of time.
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Representative McKinley asked whether habitual offenders
are placed in minimum, medium, or maximum security at the
SCHOC. Almost all are minimum security unless they are
disciplinary problems.
Attorney Soldati stated that the overcrowding problem is
not due to the committed inmates, it is the pre-trials. Most of

the pre-trials are released on their own recognizance (personal
recognizance 2r PR). The problem is with those pre-trial inmates
who are housed in medium or maximum security because of the
nature of the crime, cannot be released on PR, or cannot meet

bail. Due to the laws, there is not a lot that can be done about
this. Many of the programs offered, the Volunteers of American
program

(VOA), the Strafford

Academy,

are very demanding

programs for the inmates. They have to meet specific criteria to
go through the program and stay within the requirements
contract. Many inmates either do not meet the criteria,
want to follow the program, or violate one or more
requirements while in the program. If they cannot be
program or do not follow the program criteria, they are
Jail.

of
do
of
in
in

the
not
the
the
the

Representative J. Brown asked how many of the 85 pre-trial
inmates currently housed at the Jail could be placed on
electronic monitoring at home while awaiting trial. She noted
that at least some of them must have been waiting to be
sentenced on crimes that are of a nature that they could be at
home. County Attorney Soldati responded that this decision is up
to the Courts and is based on whether the person is a danger to
themselves or the community, or a flight risk. Each case is
analyzed individually to make this decision. The Jail Committee —
had looked into this whole aspect to reduce overcrowding. After
analyzing several cases, it was determined that the Court had —
made the appropriate decision is each case.
|
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Representative Keans asked if she were to survey each of
the ten County courts, would the situation be the same, or does

Strafford
responded

County have a “hanging” court? Attorney Soldati
that there would probably not be any wholesale

differences throughout the counties. Some of the Counties’
court systems may take overcrowding into consideration when
making judgements. However, he does not believe there would be
a great deal of difference from county to county.
Representative Keans asked what criteria the judges use to set
bail or in making their decisions. Attorney Soldati responded
that information is taken from both the defense and the
prosecution to determine each case.
Representative Callaghan asked if the proposal for expansion
is not accepted, and the conditions at the Jail continue, what is

the County's liability should something happen at the Jail.
Chairman Maglaras asked for permission to address this question
in executive session, as it may expose the County to civil
litigation. There was some discussion on this matter. Attorney
Soldati responded that although he could not answer the
question directly due to liability, this is a concern for the
County. Representative Keans stated that the question should be
answered under the Right to Know law. Attorney Soldati stated
that there could be some exposure and gave a theoretical
response. If an incident occurred at the Jail due to the
overcrowding does this expose the County to a potential civil
liability suit? The answer is yes, it does. The costs of such a
lawsuit could far exceed the amount the Commissioners have
requested to build an addition to the jail.

Representative Rollo asked about the amount of bail normally
requested by the prosecution. Bail is set by the Court based on
the recommendation of the prosecution and the defense.
Usually, the prosecution will request a higher bail amount than
the defense. The bail is based on the crime committed, chances
that the person will flee (leave the area), prior offenses, and the
nl
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nature of the crime. Depending on these factors, the bail
request will be high in hopes that the person cannot meet bail
and will be retained in jail. This would be if the person has
committed a violent crime, or if society is in danger from the
person in some way whereby it would be better served by having

the person locked in jail, rather than out on bail. In the end, the
judge uses his/her discretion in setting the amount of bail.
Representative

Taylor asked whether

pre-trial detainees

could be sent to other facilities. This could be done; however,

the Court sentences Strafford County people to the Strafford
County House of Corrections. The HOC would have to request
that the inmate be sent to another facility for good reason, then
they would have to find a location that would agree to house the
inmate. There is also the matter of transportation between
Counties

for

court

dates,

appointments,

etc.

Chief

Justice

Nadeau had commented that most often the Courts do not take
overcrowding at the House of Corrections into consideration as
part of the sentencing process.

Representative Smith asked County Attorney Soldati about
the number of cases handled by the public defenders’ office.
There seemed to be a large percentage of people receiving the
services of the public defenders because they cannot afford
their.own attorneys, yet they are expected to come up with bail.

Why is bail the device used when some people cannot afford to
meet bail or hire their own attorney? County Attorney Soldati
referred to the Bail Reform Act of 1986 wherein the statutes}

allows the Courts to hold people without bail. Bail is set at high
amounts usually because the Courts do not want these people ouf

in the community, they want them held for the community$
safety. However, after a couple of years, the Courts reverted
back to the old system of utilizing bail. The vast majority :
people arrested are released on personal recognizance (PR); you},

have to pay the bail if you do not show up for Court. No bail
set under certain circumstances.
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Representative Vachon asked about the programs available

to reduce recidivism and lower the number of inmates at the
House of Corrections. Attorney Soldati responded that there
are several programs available to sentenced inmates and he
believes they do a good job. It is the pre-trial detainees that
create the problem and there is not a lot that can be done for
these people, as they have not yet been convicted. Most of these
rehabilitation and educational programs are unavailable to them.
Attorney Soldati also noted that convicted inmates that have
jobs are encouraged to petition for work release; they are also
encouraged to sign up for the programs offered at the jail, as
well as the VOA and the Strafford Academy.
Representative Keans asked about the pre-trial inmates who,
if convicted,

would

be sentenced

State

Prison.

Since

these

people are the State's responsibility, why are they being housed
at the County? Attorney Soldati responded that they are the
County's responsibility until they are sentenced for their crimes.
This is required by State statute; the Legislature can change
this with an amendment to the statute.
Chairman Wall recognized Lee Police Chief Brian Burke. Chief

Burke stated that Strafford County is growing rapidly. Although
crime is decreasing across the country, it is increasing per capita
in this area mainly due to the large amount of growth. Chief
Burke then referred to a letter from the Commissioners noting
that as a result of the overcrowding at the SCHOC,

that the

cities and towns may be asked to house their own inmates. This
would be cost prohibitive for many cities and towns and would
ultimately cost more than building a new jail. Most often it would
entail each city and town building its own facility to house
arrestees.

They would also have to hire more

personnel, as an

officer would be needed to oversee anyone placed in the lockup.
He noted that crime has increased more over the last three (3)
years than overall in the past twenty-eight (28) years. The
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problems of the big cities south of New Hampshire are coming
north as the region grows in population. Violent crime is also on

the increase. Chief Burke also noted that most of the people
that are arrested are a danger to the community and should be
locked up in the jail. It is more cost effective for the cities and
towns to have them housed at the County facility than to each
build its own facility and hire additional personnel. The
Selectmen

in the town of Lee agree that an addition to the

County facility would be the best route to take.

:

Representative Vachon noted that the Commissioners have:
stated that by building three (3) pods instead of two (2), it

would be more cost effective as we could offset the cost of the:
jail with additional income from boarders.
Representative Rollo asked Chief Burke if he thought it was:
a good idea to house boarders from other jurisdictions in they
County House of Corrections to earn a profit. Chief Burke:
responded that he believed this was a good idea—it is good
management policy to try to offset costs by finding way to earn’
income and thereby reduce the tax rate. If Strafford County)
does not offer this arrangement, others will and they will earn’
the profit and reduce their tax rate; why not reap the benefits:
here? The need for the additional cells for the County will |
become a reality within time, why not have the facility already)
built and available when interest and construction rates are
reasonable, earn a profit to pay off the long-term debt now, and.
be prepared in the future when the need arises. Representative)
Rollo stated that he does not believe the County should earn a
profit from boarding inmates from other regions when our
facility is already overcrowded. He said that it is deplorable
that the County should earn a profit from boarders at the
House of Corrections.
|

Mr. William Fortier of Dover asked to speak. Mr. Fortier
noted that he worked for the County for eight years in the
Maintenance Department at Riverside Rest Home; he retired
NN
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four (4) years ago. He asked that of the 138 inmates currently
housed at the Jail of which 75 are housed in medium and
maximum security area, how many of the remaining 63 minimum
security inmates are boarders? The response was between 20
and 25 are boarders. This leaves 38 that are Strafford County

minimum-security inmates. Mr. Fortier then asked if the
proposed addition was going to alleviate the current problems
the kitchen has in providing food to the inmates. The response
was that +he proposal includes a kitchen area for food
preparation end distribution to meet the needs of the Jail and
alleviate the burden on Riverside's dietary department, as well
as the problems of transporting the food to the Jail. Mr. Fortier
felt that the County should not build a facility larger than what
is actually needed.
Commissioner

Maglaras

asked

to

clarify

the

comments

regarding boarders at the House of Corrections. Boarders are

minimum-security inmates housed only in the "Annex," the old
AlmsHouse that was renovated several years ago to alleviate
some of the overcrowding problems at that time.
These
boarders in no way add to the overcrowding problem in the
medium and maximum-security areas of the Jail.

Mr. Fortier asked if the new facility was going to be airconditioned. He stated that it is unfair that the House of
Corrections would be air conditioned while the Rest Home is not.
Residents have to purchase their own air conditioners if they
want it. Commissioner Dumont stated that most of the residents
do not want air conditioning because they are usually cold.
However, if they want air conditioners, they are made available

to them. Central air conditioning often causes more illness among
the residents as they get cold easily. Commissioner Maglaras
noted

that since the Jail is a concrete

systems

have

to be

installed.

Mr.

facility, air-handling

Fortier

noted

that

the

elevators stink in the Jail. Representative Bickford asked Mr.
Fortier if he knew the cause of the odor. Mr. Fortier replied
-11/-
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that it was from the food that is spilled from the food carts
being taken to the Jail.

Representative J. Brown asked Commissioner

Maglaras if.

there is a dining area available to the minimum-security inmates
in the Annex (AlmsHouse). Commissioner Maglaras responded
that currently all the food is prepared at the Rest Home and

transported to the Jail via a connector door into the Alms
House, and then via the skywalk from the Alms House to the

Administrative Offices of the old Jail, down the elevator to the
new Jail. The proposed addition would have dining areas for each
pod and its own kitchen to provide meals. Inmates would be
eligible to work in the kitchen, learning new skills and cecuciag
the number of new employees needed.

William McCann of Dover discussed the issue of the inmate
versus

staff

ratio. With

the additional

cells, the number

of

inmates could increase by 120%, while the number of staff was

projected to increase only 50%, or 27 new employees. He
requested the breakdown of these 27 positions. With a third
pod, the number of new employees would increase to 32. Of the
32 new positions, 24 to 25 would be Correctional Officers. The
other eight (8) positions would be medical, dietary, and laundry
personnel. The Commissioners envision utilizing as much inmate
labor as possible within the House of Corrections for food
preparation

and service, and for maintenance

of the facility.

Since Riverside Rest Home will no longer have to produce the ©
large amount of additional food necessary to feed inmates, it is
anticipated that Rest Home employees would take some of the |
positions in the new kitchen.
Representative Smith asked if Riverside Rest Home receives
payment for the meals that it provides the Jail. Executive
Assistant Bower responded that there is an internal transfer of
funds from the Jail’s expense budget to the Rest Home revenue
line. There would be no impact on Riverside if the Jail provides
-118-
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its own meals, as the expense side of Riverside’s Dietary
Department's budget would be decreased, as well as the
revenues side, making it a wash.

Chairman Wall reminded the Delegation that this was a
Public Hearing and the public should be allowed to speak. She
then asked if any members of the public wished to speak.
Mr. Peter Smith of Durham ccmmended the County Attorney
in being so forthright about his methods regarding bail. He
reiterated that he had heard the comment made that the
problem was with the pre-trial inmates, not with the convicted
inmates. It seems the focus of the meeting thus far was bail
reduction and alternatives to incarceration. Mr. Smith noted
that the Commissioners proposal is to build three (3) new pods

for the Jail, with the third pod being used to house boarders in
order to earn additional revenue and offset the cost of the
construction of the jail. Why not build four (4) pods and bring
the cost to zero. One response was that the County should not
be in the business of housing boarders to earn revenues. This
seems to bea policy issue, one of good management according to
the Lee Chief of Police's assessment. He then asked why not

build eight or ten additional pods because of all the revenues the
County would receive, thus reducing the tax rates for the cities
ad towns markedly. Mr. Smith then noted that the
Commissioners stated when the current House of Correction was
built in 1984, it was filled in three (3) years. Was there some
kind of crime wave in the County, or was it something else. What
happens if we build three or more pods and the crime rate

decreases? What is the percentage of pre-trial inmates,
convicted inmates and inmates that are unable to make bail?
What data is available with respect to the costs associated with
pre-trial incarceration and what alternatives have been taken to

reduce incarceration prior to sentencing? Mr. Smith asked about

the Volunteers of America program—how it works and if it has
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reduced the population at the Jail. It has reduced the populatior
:
by about 15 to 20 inmates.

Chairman Wall asked if any other members of the Public,
wished to speak. County Attorney Lincoln Soldati noted that Mr,

Smith had raised several thought-provoking issues as a citizen of
Strafford County. However, he believes there is some
misconception that the Commissioners are proposing a larger
than necessary jcil facility in order to house boarders and mak2

lots of money. He noted that in 1982 when the Delegation
approved the last jail expansion, the original proposal was for a
larger facility that would hopefully meet the needs of the
County for the next twenty years. The proposal was downsized:
due to a reduction in the amount of funding approved. The new:
facility was full within three years. The Commissioners are
hoping to avoid this happening again. The theory is that by
building for the future today, it will reduce the costs in the long
term. By using the extra space to house boarders, the County
can earn income to offset the overall cost of the addition. Two.
pods would meet the immediate needs of the County; by building a third pod, we could look to the future and be prepared. If we
take into consideration the projections of the Lee Chief of
Police, it seems as though this area will need additional cells in:
the near future. It makes sense to build a new facility to meet
our needs today and reduce the overall burden on the taxpayers.
The third pod will most likely be needed in the near future and
will be used to house County inmates.
Chairman Wall noted that all of this information was included
in the Jail report. She asked if any other members of the public
wished to speak. Mr. Ed Jensen, Selectman from the Town of
Rollinsford,

noted

that

he had

spoken

at the

last meeting.

Representative Keans noted that per the proposal,
would cost approximately $60,000 each. Mr. Jensen
Executive Assistant Bower a list of questions, which
had responded to in writing. They ranged from
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feasibility to the rate of return. The bulk of the cost of the new
facility is for ancillary service areas, such as the mechincals, the
kitchen, the medical area, and the control room. The pods
themselves, with 64 cells each, are estimated at $1.6 million

each. The balance is to build the core area. Mr. Jansen noted
that the correct questions need to be asked and the answers
given before a capital investment is made for a project of this
magnitude. The County will have to live with this for the next

twenty years in bond payments. He stated that we should trake
sure that everyone understands the data before voting.

Chairman Wall asked if there were any further questions

from the members of the public. She asked two more times.
There being none, the public portion of the Public Hearing was
declared recessed and there was a brief break.

Chairman Wall called the Delegation Meeting to order. She
noted that Delegation members were welcome to ask questions
of the experts. After this, the Delegation could decide to go
into executive session to discuss the matter.
Representative J. Brown asked Superintendent Funk what
the ratio of staff to inmate was. Superintendent answered that
there are 48 Correctional Officers (C/O's) and the current
inmate population is 140. There are three shifts, with 10 C/O's

on during the day shift, 10 C/O's on evening shift, and 7 C/O's

on night shift. So about 14 inmates per C/O. This is with some
direct supervision. In the proposed addition, the pods would be
64 to 1 ratio for direct supervision. Representative J. Brown
asked if this would create a liability problem. Rod Miller,
Community Resource Services, replied that this is a state-ofthe-art penal facility plan. There are approximately 8,000 jail

facilities with this type of design around the country. The
concept of direct supervision is based on the classification of
inmates into the different types or groups. If an inmate does
not “make

it" under

direct

supervision,

i.e., exhibits anything

eee
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other than good behavior, they would go to the maximum
security area. In the SCHOC today, people are waiting to go into

maximum security for disciplinary problems or "infractions."
This creates problems for the whole facility, C/O's and inmates.
The inmates realize there is no method of punishment and
disciplinary infractions increase. This type of facility is one of
the safest built today. Currently, Strafford County is exposing

its staff and volunteers to serious risk of harm because of the
overcrowding. We have a duty to protect both the inmates and

the staff.

Representative Gilmore asked for a point of order. He
wished to know why the Delegation was discussing this issue
amongst themselves. Chairman Wall stated that this was a
courtesy to the Delegation, as she believed it was what they had
requested. Representative Rogers asked if the inmates are
subjected to any type of inhumane conditions due to the
overcrowding and, if so, what is being done to rectify this.
Chairman

Maglaras

requested

that Mr. Miller be allowed to

respond to this question. Mr. Miller stated that the Federal
court has set perimeters that Jails/Houses of Corrections must
adhere to, which include adequate medical care, proper nutrition

(i.e.,

three

"squares"

a

day),

separation

of

the

various

classifications of inmates, the availability of exercise.

Representative Vincent asked how many inmates the medical
personnel see ona daily basis. This ranges from 150 to 175 visits
per day. Although the actual number of inmates is less, the same
inmate may seek medical attention more than once per day.

Representative Lent asked if the current facility could be
used to add more pods onto. This is not physically possible; when”
this facility was built, the area which was cut back on was the
mechanicals,

where

an

addition

would

be

tied _ into.

Representative Lent followed up by asking if the proposal was
just for administrative services, the core part of the current
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proposal, could this be tied into the current facility. Mr.
Sumner, the architect, responded that he would have to look at
the design and determine if this was a possibility.
Representative Spang asked about the possibility of building
a more community-based facility to handle the white-collar
criminals. Mr. Miller stated that Strafford County contracts
with the Federal governments that do not have facilities, such as

the Depar*ment of Immigration, to house white collar innates in
an area of the Jail that is not overcrowded,
The need is for medium and maximum security
and sentenced County inmates. Many other
built jail facilities and utilized some portion

minimum security.
cells for pre-trial
communities have
of the facility to

board inmates and offset the expense of construction.

Also,

providing more services more economically within the Jail will
reduce the costs of operating the Jail over the long run.

Chairman Wall asked for clarification on some of the State
and Federal inmates being boarded at the House of Corrections.
These inmates are released back into their own community when

their time is served. If a Federal or State inmate is from the
Strafford County area and is nearing the end of their time, it is
sometimes helpful to acclimate them their area of origin by
placing them in the SCHOC to complete their sentence.
Representative Brennan motioned to go into Executive
Session. Representative Domingo seconded the motion. There
was some discussion regarding the intentions of the motion and
requests for clarification on the motion. Representative Brennan
withdrew the motion. The second was withdrawn as well.
Representative Brennan then motioned to go into non-public
session. Seconded by Representative Domingo. There was
discussion regarding the legality of this motion. Representative
Brennan withdrew the motion and Representative Domino
withdrew the second. There was some discussion on the rules of
order used by the Delegation and whether or not a vote on the
-123-
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matter would be taken at this meeting. Chairman Wall noted
that at the end of the last Delegation meeting there was some
discussion regarding holding further meetings to discuss the
matter. There was not a quorum present and no vote was taken
on the matter.
|

Representative Smith motioned to vote no on the proposal to
expand the Jail presented by the Commissioners and to establish
a study committee to explore the necessity of increasing the
size of the County House of Corrections. This committee would |

be named by the Chairman of the Strafford County Delegation |

and would consist of members of the Delegation, the House of |
Corrections

staff, representatives

from

the cities and towns,

the University of New Hampshire, and the public. The only voting
members of this committee would be members of the Delegation.
The Committee would also study new alternatives that may be
implemented. The motion was seconded by Representative
Estabrook Representative Woods asked whether it was legal to
entertain motions while the public hearing was still in progress.
There was also some discussion regarding whether the existing
Jail Overcrowding Study Committee would have to be dissolved
before a new committee is set up. The Commissioners set up the
existing committee and therefore, the Delegation cannot
dissolve it. Representative Rogers stated that she is in
opposition to the motion and feels that we are not addressing
the issue and not doing what is necessary to be done.

Representative F. Torr stated that he also opposed the
motion and would like to have the Delegation present a more
positive motion on the matter. The wording of the motion
restricts the ability to take a "broad picture." He suggested
that the current proposal be offered with different options,
perhaps one pod, with another

phased in later, and so on. As

current construction prices are very high, one option might be to

phase in additional pods as construction costs decrease.
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Representative Smith noted that she worded the motion in
this manner because she wanted it clear that the Delegation
does not support the proposal as it has been presented or as it
was presented two years ago. There are still many issues that
need to be looked at. It is reasonable to request that
appropriate action be done. The motion was worded in this
manner in order to enable everyone to participate and
understand, as well as to provide an opportunity to bring in
appronriate technical support. Representative Torr's suggestion
could be included in this motion. However, she would not include

in the motion support of the $12.5 million jail addition proposal.
She would be happy to re-word the motion, as long as a study
committee is included.
Representative Vachon stated that he opposes the motion, as
he believes it is inappropriate to vote yes or no to this proposal
at this time. However, he does not see how a study committee is
going to help—he wants to hear what the others have to say on
this proposal. He does not believe the Delegation should vote on
this matter tonight.

Representative Keans asked Representative Torr for further
clarification on his comments; was his intention to approve the
Commissioners proposal. If so, she does not believe it will pass.
There was further discussion on this matter.

Vice Chairman Knowles noted that he was very disappointed
in the process. He served as Chairman of the Jail Overcrowding
Study Committee, which held meetings over a two-year period
and developed several alternatives to incarceration, which have
been implemented. Several of the Representatives served on this
committee.

Representative Kaen noted that she served on this Committee,
and although the Delegation members who did not serve on the
Committee

were not as completely
-125-
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felt that the Delegation received adequate information in order

to make an informed decision on the matter. Creating another
committee will only delay construction and she does not believe
that this is an expedient way to handle the situation, which

requires immediate action.

Representative Taylor asked what the cost difference was
between two and three pods. The total cost proposed for three

pods is $12.5 million; each pod is estimated at $1.6 million. The
cost of two pods would be $10.9 million. Representative Spang
noted that this is the second hearing held regarding this issue
and she would like to know what others have to say on this issue,
As she does not believe the matter has been fully reviewed by
the Delegation, she is not ready to vote on the proposal at this
time. However, it appears that some critical issues need to be
addressed immediately. She inquired as to whether a more

feasible approach is possible to make this happen.
Representative Domingo discussed the process of the voting.
Representative Torr agreed with Representative Spang and
elaborated on her comments. The general consensus seems to be
that something needs to be done; however, no alternatives other

than the 3-pod expansion have been presented and he believes
that all alternatives need to be thoroughly explored. Perhaps the
building could be done in phases, as was done with the Berlin
prison. Representative McKinley agreed with this. Although wh
the presentation was made over a year ago, he was ready to vote
in favor of a new facility, at this time, he feels we should take
another look at the situation. However, some perimeters need fo
be established.

Representative J. Brown stated that the Delegation has
received all kinds of information regarding the jail overcrowding
from

the

Commissioners

and

the

forward.
-126-
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Representative Bickford agreed with Representative Torr
and asked that the motion to form a study committee be
rescinded. He does not believe we need another study
committee. However, the experts should present a report on the
alternatives. He requested that the motion to vote no on the
Commissioners request for $12.5 million to build a new jail

facility be withdrawn.
Representative DeChane noted that although the Delegation
has had a lot of information on this matter, the public does not
want to pay more in taxes.

Representative
Smith
withdrew
her
motion
and
Representative Estabrook withdrew the second, stating that she
was under the impression that many of the Delegation members
were ready to vote on this matter; however, it seemed obvious
that there were several members who were not ready to vote on
the matter.

Representative

Knowles

motioned

to

approve

the

Commissioners request to bond $12.5 million to build an
expansion
to the existing jail facility. Seconded
by
Representative Lundborn. Representative Woods asked about
the public hearing still being in session and also that people were
under the impression that this matter was to be open again for
discussion at a future meeting. Chairman Wall responded that
there was no guarantee on how the matter would be handled; it
was to be decided by the consensus of the Delegation.
Representative DeChane motioned to table the motion;
seconded by Representative Torr and accepted on a voice vote.
Representative DeChane motioned to close the public hearing;
seconded by Representative Brennan and accepted on a voice
vote. Representative DeChane motioned to remove the motion to
approve the $12.5 million bond vote from the table; seconded by

“pee
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Representative
Torr and accepted
on a_ voice vote,
Representative Knowles noted that he still wished to move
forward with his motion. A roll call was taken on the motion and
showed the following results:
YEAS:

Callaghan, Domingo, Kaen, Knowles, Lundborn, Rogers,
Vachon (7)

NAYS:

Bickford, Brennan, G. Brown, J. Brown, DeChane,
Dunlap, Gilmore, Grassie, Keans, |.ent, McKinley, A.
Pelletier, Rollo, Smith, Snyder, Spang, Taylor, Torr,
Tsiros, Twardus, Vincent, and Woods (22)

ABSENT:

Estabrook, Johnson, Musler (3)

The motion was defeated ona

vote of 7 to 22.

Representative Rollo motioned to adjourn. Motion failed for
lack of a second. Representative Torr noted that since the vote
to build an expansion to the Jail has failed, the Delegation needs
to give the Commissioners some direction as to what should be
done to alleviate the overcrowding.

Representative Torr motioned to request
Commissioners come back to the Delegation with
alternatives to alleviate the conditions that exist at
broad selection of choices for them to review. The
seconded by Representative Rollo.

that the
a list of
the Jail—a
motion was
q

Representative Tsiros asked what other counties are doing
to alleviate overcrowding. Representative Spang noted that she
is concerned about wasting the Commissioners time. Delegates
should present their concerns to the Commissioners so they can
work from that point. It was requested that the Delegation
members put their questions or concerns in writing to the
Commissioners.
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Representative Gilmore asked about setting guidelines for

the Commissioners. An example was what to do to reduce the
pre-trial population. He motioned to amend Representative
Torr's motion to appoint a subcommittee of the Delegation to
work with the Commissioners to address the questions raised by
the Delegation and develop a list of alternatives and plans.
Representative Torr seconded the amendment to the motion.
Representative Vachon noted that he dees not know how the

Commissioners can formulate options for the Delegation when
they do not know what the Delegation's concerns are. He would
like to know exactly what we are asking the Commissioners to do.
He suggested that a date for submission of these alternatives
also be set.

Representative Lundborn called the question. Representative
A. Pelletier asked if the process is going to begin all over again,
with another public hearing. The response was that this is the
process. Representative Vachon motioned to amend the original
motion to state that in response to the defeat of the
Commissioners’ request for the $12.5 million, they provide an
alternative to the original proposal immediately. Representative
Kaen seconded the motion. There was some discussion regarding
this motion. Chairman Wall asked if the Commissioners could
respond in a timely manner to the request. There was some
discussion regarding holding a round table discussion with the
Delegation, the Commissioners, and the experts to develop a plan
of action. Chairman Maglaras stated that this has been an ongoing process for the past two and one-half years. The
Commissioners
implemented
all of the alternatives
to
incarceration recommended by the Jail Overcrowding Study
Committee; they have worked with the Jail to do everything
possible to alleviate the overcrowding. The Study Committee
recommended that if the alternatives to incarceration did not
adequately reduce the population, their recommendation would
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be to add on to the current facility. This is what the
Commissioners are recommending to the Delegation at this time.
Representative Vachon's amendment to Representative
Torr's motion was called and had the following results froma
roll call vote:
YEAS:

Brennan, J. Brown, Grassie, Kaen, Knowles, A. Pelletier,
Rogers, Rollo, Spang, Twardus, Vachon, Vincent and
Woods (13)

NAYS:

G. Brown, Callaghan, DeChane,
Gilmore, Keans, Lent, Lundborn,

Domingo, Dunlap,
McKinley, Smith,

Snyder, Torr, and Tsiros (14)

ABSENT:

Bickford, Estabrook, Johnson, Musler, and Taylor (5)

The motion was defeated ona vote of 15 to 13.

Representative Gilmore's amendment to Representative
Torr's motion to appoint a subcommittee of the Delegation to
work with the Commissioners to address the questions raised by
the Delegation and develop a list of alternatives and plans, was
called and had the following results from a roll call vote:
YEAS:

J. Brown, DeChane, Dunlap, Gilmore, Grassie, Keans,
McKinley, Rollo, Smith, Spang, Torr, Tsiros, Twardus,
Vincent and Woods (15)

NAYS:

Brennan,

G.

Knowles,

Lent,

Brown,

Callaghan,

Lundborn,

A.

Domingo,
Pelletier,

Koen
Rogers,

Snyder, and Vachon (12)
ABSENT:

Bickford, Estabrook, Johnson, Musler, and Taylor (5)
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The motion, as amended, passed, 15 to 12. Representative
Vachon asked whether there was money appropriated in the
budget to fund such a committee. Commissioner Maglaras stated
that he would be looking into this matter.

The original motion to request that the Commissioners come
back to the Delegation with a list of alternatives to alleviate the
conditions that exist at the Jail—a broad selection 9f choices
for them to review was called. A roll call vote was taken and had
the following results:
YEAS:

Brennan, J. Brown, DeChane, Dunlap, Gilmore, Grassie,

Keans, Knowles, Lent, McKinley, Rollo, Smith, Spang,
Torr, Tsiros, Twardus, Vincent and Woods (18)

NAYS:

G. Brown, Callaghan,

ABSENT:

Pelletier, Rogers, Snyder, and Vachon (9)
Bickford, Estabrook, Johnson, Musler, and Taylor (5)

The motion passed 18 to 9.

Domingo,

Kaen, Lundborn,

A.

The motion, as amended, is as

follows: the Commissioners come back to the
list of alternatives to alleviate the conditions
Jail—a broad selection of choices for them
subcommittee of the Delegation be appointed
Commissioners to address the questions raised
and develop a list of alternatives and plans.

Delegation with a
that exist at the
to review. That a
to work with the
by the Delegation

With no further business, Chairman Wall asked for a motion

to adjourn. Representative DeChane motioned to adjourn the
meeting, seconded by Representative McKinley and accepted
unanimously by voice vote at 11:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Raymond Lundborn, Clerk

Strafford County Delegation
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DIRECTORY
ADMINISTRATION

Strafford County Justice & Administration Building
PO Box 799
Dover, New Hampshire 03820

Commissioners Office
Personnel & Finance Office
Human Services Department

Information & Referral
Family/Child Intervention Program
Registry of Deeds
County Attorney

Registry of Probate
Superior Court

UNH/Strafford Cty Cooperative Extension
Regional Planning Commission
Conservation District
Community Action Program

742-1458
742-1458
742-1469
742-8078
742-8078
742-1741
749-2808
742-2550
742-3065
749-4445
742-2523
749-3037
749-1334

Strafford County Sheriff's Office
& Dispatch Center
PO Box 1218 ~
Dover, New Hampshire 03820

742-4960

Strafford County House of Corrections/Jail
County Farm Crossroads
Dover, New Hampshire 03820

742-3310

Strafford County Riverside Rest Home
30 County Farm Crossroads
Dover, New Hampshire 03820

742-1348
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CITIES AND TOWNS

Barrington Town Office

Milton Town Office

41 Province Lane
Barrington, NH 03825
664-9007

Main Street, Box 310
Milton, NH 03851
652-4501

Dover City Hall

New Durham Town Office

288 Central Avenue
Dover, NH 03820

4 Main St., PO Box 207

743-6000

859-2091

Durham Town Office
15 Newmarket Road

Rochester City Hall
31 Wakefield Street

Durham, NH 03824
868-5571

332-1167

New Durham, NH 03855

Rochester, NH 03867

Farmington Town Office
39 North Main Street
Farmington, NH 03835
755-2208
Lee Town Office
Seven Mast Road
Lee, NH 03824
659-5414

Rollinsford Town Office
PO Box 309

Rollinsford, NH 03869
742-2510

Somersworth City Hall
157 Main Street
Somersworth, NH 03878
692-4262

Madbury Town Office
13 Town Hall Road
Madbury, NH 03820

Box 23
Ctr. Strafford, NH 03815

742-5131

664-2192

Strafford Town Office

Middleton Town Office

200 Kings Highway
Middleton, NH 03887
473-2261
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